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ABSTRACT 
This paper deals with expectations and perceptions of both Czech and international 
students, mainly Erasmus and CEEPUS. The main goal of this thesis is to find how big 
distinction is between those expectations and perceptions and recommend the 
improvement or maintenance of image in order to decrease the gap between image and 
reality.  
Interest in studies at BUT is increasing however image of BUT is still unstable and 
uncategorized. Czech students hunger for quality studies and perspective future after 
graduation. BUT is able to offer that but firstly it should focus on improvement of 
schooling and efficient communication between students and teachers. International 
students enjoy above all student life and travelling. BUT allows and provides good base 
for international students to enjoy their stay here however requests for more quality 
studies with capable teachers speaking in English are urgent.  
Image of BUT varies in terms of kind of students. Each group of students perceives 
BUT differently. That is why BUT has several images which should maintain or 
improve. 
 
ABSTRAKT 
 
Tato práce se zabývá očekáváním a vnímáním českých a zahraničních studentů 
(Erasmus a CEEPUS studentů) Vysokého učení technického. Hlavním cílem práce je 
zjistit, jak velký rozdíl je mezi těmito očekáváními a vnímáním o VUT, respektive jaký 
obraz o VUT si vytvořili studenti před studiem (očekávání) a jaká je vlastně realita po 
zkušenostech (vnímání), a na základě zjištění doporučit udržení či zlepšení image VUT 
tak, aby došlo k zúžení mezery mezi jeho image a realitou, tedy aby image víceméně 
odpovídala realitě.  
Zájem o studium na VUT je čím dál větší, avšak image VUT je stále nestabilní a 
neurčitá. Čeští studenti požadují od univerzity kvalitní studium a perspektivní kariéru po 
  
absolvování. VUT je schopná toto vše nabídnout, ale nejprve by se měla zaměřit na 
zlepšení výuky a komunikace mezi studenty a učiteli. Zahraniční studenti si naopak 
raději užívají studentského života a cestování. VUT nabízí zahraničním studentům dobré 
zázemí pro zahraniční studia a celkově zábavu, pouze kvalita a úroveň cizího jazyka u 
vyučujících je jiná, než si zahraniční studenti představují.    
Image VUT u českých studentů a zahraničních studentů je vnímána odlišně. Proto nutno 
dodat, že VUT má několik „vytvořených obrazů“ u studentů, na kterých se stále dá co 
zlepšovat. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Brno University of Technology belongs to the most famous universities in the 
Czech Republic. It builds its image on its history, wide range of course offering 
and technical orientation. However there are other issues which are neglected and 
destroy image of BUT.  
Therefore I decided to work out a project aimed at image analysis and proposals 
for either maintenance or improvement. This project could help to improve current 
position of BUT in education market and increase number of potential students 
who would be glad to study at BUT. Students should have to get into their mind so 
called “want to study” perception of BUT. Proposals on efficient marketing 
communications and on improvements of internal communication and services 
could conclude in improvement of BUT image and further attract students to 
choose only just BUT.  
Nowadays image, prestige and reputation are relevant especially in education 
market. University should make an effort to maintain mutual understanding 
between itself and its public – students. 
Authors mentioned in secondary literature review (Chapter 3) say that image is a 
result of school presentation in public or respectively the perception of school 
presentation by public. Moreover they claim that image is basically what people 
perceive about particular school rather than how in fact school presents itself. This 
citation is in this case ambiguous. That is true that image is what people expect 
about school but how school presents itself is important as well. Survey showed 
that how school presents itself is perceived by current students at BUT and these 
students pass the experience and opinions on potential students – in most cases 
their friends – and influence them. It is then crucial to focus on expectations of 
potential students as well as on perceptions and experiences of current students. 
14 
 
The project is divided into particular parts. At first I will introduce BUT as a 
university and point out the interest in studying at BUT among both Czech and 
international students. Secondly I put in order discussions of several authors on 
image topic. Methodology will explain the methods I used for analysis which is the 
fourth part of my thesis and depicts expectations and perceptions of both groups of 
students. This part is followed by recommendations and proposals for maintenance 
and improvement of image. I closed the project with conclusion giving a general 
perspective on image maintenance and improvement.   
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2. BRNO UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY 
The Czech Technical University was founded in 1899. The period between the 
beginning of World War II and 1989 brought many changes to University – except 
from double closure and organizational changes also contemporary name of the 
university – Brno University of Technology (Brno University of Technology, 
2008b). Over a hundred years of its existence the number of study areas has 
increased. Currently it covers the whole spectrum of technical disciplines (Brno 
University of Technology, 2006):  
• mechanical engineering – Faculty of Mechanical Engineering  
• civil engineering – Faculty of Civil Engineering  
• electrical engineering – Faculty of Electrical Engineering and 
Communication  
• informatics – Faculty of Information Technology  
• chemistry and chemical engineering – Faculty of Chemistry  
• economics and management – Faculty of Business and Management  
• architecture – Faculty of Architecture  
• design and fine arts – Faculty of Fine Arts  
Except from faculties, Institute of Forensic Engineering of Brno University 
Technology is an integral part of BUT. Today with more than 22.000 students, the 
Brno University of Technology is one of the largest universities in the Czech 
Republic (Brno University of Technology, 2008b). The Brno University of 
Technology provides university education in 56 full-time and combined degree 
programs with 290 fields of study in the Bachelor´s, Master´s and Doctoral (Ph.D.) 
study programs. The Faculty of Business and Management also offers the world-
wide recognized MBA study (Brno University of Technology 2008a). 
The University has made numerous contacts with universities and other institutions 
around Europe, United States, Russia, etc. Brno University of Technology has 
supported internationalization of studies through ECTS, participated in EU 
16 
 
projects such as Tempus, Leonardo, Socrates/Erasmus, CEEPUS, Aktion, DAAD 
partnership, studies for two degrees and the Euro-engineer degree, organizing 
lectures of visiting professors, providing courses for foreign students in English, 
and organization of international conferences. 
Brno University of Technology has paid great attention to the establishment and 
equipment of libraries and computing centres. They are all open to students and 
staff in the university centre, at faculties and at dormitories (Brno University of 
Technology, 2006). 
 
2.1 Interest in study at BUT 
Long term statistics show that the interest in studying at BUT is constantly 
growing. The number of applications submitted exceeded 18,500 in 2007. Of all 
the applications submitted to different universities, “the candidates are likely to 
choose the one submitted to our university” (Brno University of Technology 
2008a, p. 17).  
Topregion.cz (2007) stated that BUT recorded rising interest at all faculties. The 
biggest concern was monitored especially in civil and mechanical engineering 
programs as well as an interest in studying at the Faculty of Electrical Engineering 
and Communication. According to the Vice-Chancellor of BUT Miloslav Švec, 
students choose BUT as a priority. Besides he explained the rising figures as a 
result of adopting the study programs according to the practice requirements and 
good fulfilment of BUT graduates. See Appendix 1 which shows that interest in 
study at BUT is basically increasing approximately by 1 000 students a year. The 
biggest interest is in engineering courses followed by economics. The growth in 
engineering was around 10 %; however in economics the year 2008 showed a 
slight decrease in concern, approximately 2 %, compared with the year 2007.   
17 
 
  2006 2007 2008 
Number of Students in Bachelor Programs 13120 14333 14551 
Number of Students in Follow-Up Master 
Programs 
3264 4248 5636 
Number of Students in Master Programs 3080 1741 466 
Number of Students in Doctoral Programs 2020 2157 2121 
Total number of Czech students 19941 20626 20608 
Total number of foreign students 1543 1853 2166 
TOTAL NUMBER OF STUDENTS 21484 22479 22774 
 
Figure 1 Number of students in individual study programs in the range of years  
(figures gained at 31.10. of each year, only active studies assigned in a register SIMS for MŠMT) 
Source: Brno University of Technology 2008b; Brno University of Technology 2007, p. 21; Brno 
University of Technology 2008a, p. 21. 
 
 
Interest in studies at BUT according to type of program can be seen in the Figure 
1. The number of Czech students in Bachelor programs is slightly increasing year 
by year. Nevertheless the total number of students in 2008 compared with 2007 
increased by just 1,3 % simply because of the significant growth in Follow-up 
Master students by 32,7 %. A growing interest can be seen in studies at BUT 
among international students however total number of Czech students is faintly 
going down. The numbers in Figure 1 shows that BUT is attractive for 
international students and its number is going up. Appendix 2 depicts more details 
and demonstrates the increase as well as the decrease of interest in studies at 
individual faculties for the year 2006 and 2007. 
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2.2 Internationalisation 
In the Annual Report for the year 2007 (Brno University of Technology 2008a, p. 
46), BUT pointed out that it “set itself a long-term objective to become a 
prestigious research university recognized as such all over the world becoming a 
major part of the European educational and research space.” 
Brno University of Technology offers both students and teachers several programs 
that enable them to study abroad. Erasmus (top academic-staff-mobility rating 
among the Czech universities) and Leonardo da Vinci are the most popular (Brno 
University of Technology 2008a).  
 
Number of 
students 
2006 2007 2008 
Erasmus out-going 210 456 512 
 
in-coming 290 236 271 
Leonardo da Vinci out-going 7 24 6 
 
in-coming 30 0 3 
CEEPUS out-going 7 9 13 
 
in-coming 5 11 10 
 
Figure 2 Number of in-coming and out-going students 
Source: Annual Report 2008, BUT 2009; BUT 2008, p. 48 Annual Report 2007; BUT 2007, p. 51 
Annual Report 2006) 
 
The number of out-going students in Erasmus program still surpasses the number 
of in-coming students as it may be seen in the Figure 2 (except year 2006). There 
is a significant increase of Erasmus out-going students who decided to study 
abroad at another university in 2007. However number of in-coming students and 
interest in studying at BUT seems to be quite steady, even decreasing as in the year 
2007.  
 “As the BUT Mission Statement foresees an increasing proportion of courses 
taught in English, all the faculties are trying to teach at least some of the courses in 
19 
 
the Czech degree programs in English” (Brno University of Technology 2008a, p. 
49). According to the figures mentioned in Annual Report for 2006 and 2007 
(Brno University of Technology 2007, p. 52 and 2008a, p. 49) there are 6 
Bachelor´s programs held in English. In Master´s there was a reduction from 2 in 
2006 to just 1 program in 2007; the similar situation goes for Doctoral programs 
with the reduction from 11 to 6. The biggest and favourable change came up in 
Follow-up Master´s where the number of programs taught in English was more 
than doubled (from 6 to 13). However, only a small percentage of students sign up 
for foreign language taught program. The reason is especially the fact that a degree 
program taught in a foreign language has to be paid for. 
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3. SECONDARY LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
“In the future as increasingly price and technical innovation are eroded and copied 
at greater speed and therefore no longer endure as the key differentiators, areas 
such as behaviour, corporate identity, integrity, ethics, and the organisation`s 
standing in the community are likely to become central issues for the companies of 
the future and therefore competitive advantage will be centred on corporate 
reputation and trust.” (Adkins 1999). 
 
3.1  Definitions of Image 
The word “image” has its origin from Latin word meaning “picture”. Deák et al. 
(2005, p. 9) describe image as “a complex of entire attitudes, opinions, feelings 
and imaginations that are connected with certain objects, persons [or] social 
events”. Image might be considered as a brief assessment of the organisation 
comprising objective or subjective, true or false attitudes, experiences and 
imaginations of either individual or group of people.  
Světlík (2006, p. 148) points out that “image often does not correspond to the 
reality”. From the Bernstein´s point of view (1984, p. 14) “image according to 
popular vocabulary means falsehood”. In addition he explains “the original 
meaning of image is a visual representation of reality”. Therefore he maintains the 
opinion: “Image is a reality. It is the result of our actions. If the image is false and 
our performance is good, it is our fault for being bad communicators. If the image 
is true and reflects our bad performance, it is our fault for being bad managers.” 
(1984, Preface). On the other hand he adds that image is opposite to reality, indeed. 
“It is a matter of what is and what is perceived.” (Bernstein 1984, p. 14). Hannagan 
(1996) claims that it is difficult to change image because people tend to be 
selective and they rather trust to what they want than to other new information. 
The similar opinion on how difficult is to change image has Bernstein (1984, p. 14) 
21 
 
who states that “the quality of image is fixed in the mind of people even though 
that image has changed”. Although we might be good communicators or managers, 
the perception and expectations of people are partially not beyond our power. 
From an understanding of consumer behaviour point of view Deák et al. (2005) 
say that a consumer perceives product or service not only thanks to its utility value 
but also thanks to the related expectations about product or service. Most of 
consumers have firstly some expectations about the product or service before they 
buy it; influenced for instance by communication tools or recommendation from a 
friend. Primarily a consumer creates a picture about the product or service and 
perceives its image indeed. When he tries it at this moment he finds out and 
experiences the true value of the product or service.        
Borstin (cited in Deák et al 2005, p. 10-11) defines the fundamental 
characteristics of image: 
• synthetic – image is created with the goal to turn the best side outward 
• trustworthy – image lacks purpose if people do not trust it 
• passive – passive acceptance by consumer 
• vital and passive – direct and passive acceptance in an influence on human 
senses 
• simple – image should be simpler than objects it represents 
•  ambiguous – image mingles between reality and expectations 
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3.2 Reputation versus Image 
Franklin (1984 cited in Nguyen and LeBlanc 2001, p. 305) proposes that 
“reputation is a global and final outcome of the process of building image.” 
However most of the authors say that basically both image and reputation are 
external perceptions of the organisation. It is definitely true that both image and 
reputation are external perceptions nevertheless it is important to distinguish these 
both terms.  
According to Nguyen and LeBlanc (2001, p. 305) image is “the organisation´s 
portrait made in the mind of a consumer” and reputation means “a degree of trust 
(distrust) in an organisation´s ability to meet customers´ expectations”. Bernstein 
(1984, p. 18) maintains similar opinion when he says that “a reputation is earned 
and harder to ´manage´”. Economists analyze issues of reputation in relation with 
product quality and price (Shapiro 1982 cited in Nguyen and LeBlanc 2001, p. 
304). 
 
3.3 Creation and Formation of Image 
Image formation is a long-lasting and continual process when the organisation 
makes an effort to deliberately form a picture and vision about the organisation, 
brand or product by force of marketing tools (Deák et al 2005). To build an image 
may last several years, however it may be destroyed in a moment. According to 
Bernstein (1984, p. 11) “an image is powerful; it helps to determine how a person 
will behave towards an organisation”. Nowadays a building image is a cornerstone 
of differentiation in the educational market and can not be omitted as long as an 
organisation wants to be competitive in that market.  Payne (1996 cited in Deák et 
al 2005, p. 41) says that “the main goal of image is to secure that the organisation 
will be seen in a better account and closer to the customers than the competition”. 
Markham (1972, p. 24) gives an advice that “in order to achieve a satisfactory 
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reputation with its public at large, an organisation must gain respect and it does by 
making a deliberately planned and sustained effort to establish and maintain 
mutual understanding between itself and its public.” 
Deák et al (2005, p. 13) mention several activities which help form and build 
image: 
• determination of both general and specific organisation goals 
(introduction to the public) 
• visible identification of the organisation by force of logo, architecture, 
typical colours, symbols, etc. for easy recognition of the organisation 
• continuous communication oriented to public for linkage of the 
organisation goals, focus and external attributes 
• fortification of good reputation of organisation 
• open and credible response on unfavourable state of affairs  
• ambitious focus on a formation of opinions and attitudes of the target 
group 
• continuous analysis of organisation image 
 
“Essentially, image is determined by performance. What the company does and 
believes determines how it is perceived” (Bernstein 1984, p. 13). 
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3.4 Corporate Image 
“The corporate image is composed of all planned and unplanned verbal and visual 
elements that emanate from the corporate body and leave an impression on the 
observer. The corporate identity is one of the major influences on the corporate 
image, is all planned and all visual.” (Selame and Selame 1977). 
The content of image and the relations between individual components are put 
together in the following formula: 
(CI + CC + CD) x CCom = Cim 
 
Cim = Corporate image 
CI = Corporate Identity 
CC = Corporate Culture 
CD = Corporate Design 
CCom = Corporate Communication 
 
 
3.4.1 Corporate Identity 
It is a philosophy of organisation which origins from determination of 
competencies and formation of awareness, both inside the organisation in every 
mind of its employees and outside the organisation in public, about what the 
organisation endeavours, what it leads and strives to and furthermore how it 
perceives itself (Deák et al 2005).    
3.4.2 Corporate Design 
Design is an external, visually perceivable interpretation of organisation artefacts. 
It includes architecture, condition of buildings, surrounding, equipment of 
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classrooms, libraries, sports halls, promotion materials, logo, brochures, flyers, 
letter, websites and so forth (Jakubíková 1998 cited in Deák et al 2005, p. 44). 
According to Němec (1996 cited in Deák et al 2005, p. 44) corporate design means 
“visual way how organisation represents itself in public”. Světlík (1996 cited in 
Deák et al 2005, p. 45) points out that corporate design “creates immediate and 
long-lasting impression”.   
3.4.3 Corporate Culture 
Corporate culture is basically a management and a relation to its employees. It is 
intangible however not unrecognizable. It is a sum of values and attitudes 
generally shared and relatively grown in the long run (Deák et al 2005).  
3.4.4 Corporate Communication 
In Figure 3, Bernstein (1984, p.118) represents the “wheel” which depicts the 
company (in our case organisation) at its hub and total of 81 combinations of 
medium and audience. The organisation communicates to nine audiences and uses 
any or all of nine channels. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3 The Wheel 
Source: Bernstein 1984, p. 118 
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It is the communication which uses all the communication forms and channels. In 
terms of education institutions public relations is the key tool for communication. 
We distinguish two types of communication: internal and external. Thanks to 
internal communication teachers and students make their opinions and attitudes to 
everything what happens at school. Nowadays the websites, email communication 
and internal information system play important roles in communication. External 
communication is then a complex of all external expressions of school. Therefore 
it is important to focus on making a good impression on the public. As Bernstein 
(1984, p.16 and 21) states: “Companies are people” and “People make 
impressions”. The same goes for education institutions. 
Markham (1974, p. 48) introduces four fundamentals of communication: 
“Communication is perception, expectation, involvement, not information.” 
Besides he asserts that “perception is the key to communication” (1974, p. 42). He 
adds that a favourable reputation or image is the basic element upon which good 
communication takes place.  
To sum up the formula of corporate image into a simple scheme, see Figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Identity of school = the base of „school philosophy“ 
 
Design of school Culture of school Communication 
of school 
Program of 
school 
Image of school = Final picture 
Figure 4 Content of image 
Source: Eger et al, 2002 cited in Deák et al 2005, p. 48 
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3.5 Institutional/School Image 
Generally an institutional image has main components: functional which relates to 
tangible characteristics and is easily measured and emotional which is connected 
with feelings and attitudes towards an organisation (Nguyen and LeBlanc 2001). 
Patterson et al. (1998) point out that “higher education is a pure service and is 
characterized by a greater amount of interpersonal contact, complexity, divergence, 
and customization than other service businesses (cited in Cubillo et al. 2006, p. 
103). 
Světlík (2006) states, the public mostly perceives schools more or less on the basis 
of incomplete or inaccurate information. He adds that it is obvious that media 
prefers writing about negative issues happening at schools such as teacher 
demonstration or drubbing of students rather than about everyday education 
process. It unfortunately leads to a negative perspective on the particular school. 
Kotler and Fox (1995 cited in Ivy 2001, p. 276) indicate that “people form images 
of higher education institutions on limited and even inaccurate information, but 
that these images will affect the likelihood of people attending, recommending, 
donating or joining the staff of higher education institutions”. For that reason 
higher education institutions should pay greater attention to form a positive image 
and do not allow public to form a negative image. As Avenarius states (1993 cited 
in Arpan et al. 2003, p. 98), “the real image makers are publics.” 
As Deák et al. (2005) say the content of image, either convenient or inconvenient, 
is a tool for a differentiation from similar organisations as well as a tool for a 
formation of consumer expectations. Paramewaran and Glowacka (1995 cited in 
Cubillo et al. 2006, p. 110) found that “higher education institutions need to 
maintain or develop a distinct image to create a competitive advantage in an 
increasingly competitive market”.  
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Světlík (2006) points out that in the case of institution image creation it does not 
matter whether those negative issues are true or false. People generally judge 
school according to its reputation. That means, in practise the real quality of school 
is often less important than its prestige and reputation which are one of the most 
important decisive factors when students choosing their future school. Therefore it 
is important to build a positive image of particular school in order to attract 
students (Světlík 2006). 
Eger describes image as a “result of the school presentation respectively the 
perception of the school presentation by public” (cited in Světlík 2006, p. 145). 
Thus image is basically what people perceive about particular school rather than 
how in fact school presents itself. The reputation, prestige or image overtakes the 
real presentation of school when students choosing school to study at. “Image of 
school is formed by its identity, internal culture and design.” (Jakubíková 1998 
cited in Deák et al 2005, p. 44).  
For deeper analysis of school image it is essential to focus on its identifiers. Deák 
et al (2005, p. 16) name several elements of school image: 
• Existing prestige of school (history, traditions, results, important people, 
etc.) 
• existing professional staff (personalities, fame of teachers, research and 
publication activities, practical experience, etc.), 
• study program and style of schooling (quality of course content, interesting 
study combination, practice and training, support of professional, social 
and leisure activities, etc.), 
• location of school and infrastructure (attractive city/region, the quality of 
equipment, technical support, etc.), 
• publicity (fulfilment of graduates, successes of students, cooperation with 
schools abroad or with companies in certain industries, basically 
presentation of school in public). 
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Another point of view on identifiers is shown in Figure 5. It is a diagram of 
components which influence the school image and help create an internal 
atmosphere (Světlík 2006, p. 146). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Due to an intangibility of education services and its high level of risk, the decision 
process of students is especially targeted at the image of an institution (Cubillo et 
al. 2006). 
• student age 
• quality of students 
• sucessfullness of 
graduates 
• quality of lecturers 
• publications of 
lecturers  
• type of school 
• international 
relations 
• competitor 
comparison 
• tuitions 
• location 
• appearance 
• cleanliness 
• equipment 
• entrance 
 
 
SCHOOL 
IMAGE 
• size of school 
• education level 
• atmosphere 
• network of „good 
relations“ 
• history  
• extent of course 
offering 
• innovation and 
differentiation 
• quality of 
schooling 
• distribution 
• public relations 
• advertising 
• fair presence 
• visual symbols 
Figure 5 Components of school image 
Source: Světlík 2006, p. 146 
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3.5.1 Decision-making process 
Cubillo et al. (2006, p. 109) state that “the country image is assumed to be the first 
source that students consider in product evaluation.” The students’ perception 
about the destination city will influence the decision process as well as the country 
image. The next step in a decision process is “the institution selection which is 
determined by several factors such as the academic reputation of the institution, the 
quality and expertise of its teaching faculty, attractiveness and campus 
atmosphere” (Krampf and Heinlein, 1981; Lin, 1997; Mazzarol, 1998; Soutar and 
Turner, 2002 cited in Cubillo et al. 2006, p. 110). The opinion of students about 
the image of the institution is formed from word of mouth, past experience, and 
marketing activities of the institution (Ivy, 2001). Thus, very often “the perception 
of the institution’s excellence goes beyond its actual quality” (Kotler and Fox, 
1995 cited in Cubillo et al. 2006, p. 110). However Peters (1992 cited in Cubillo et 
al. 2006, p. 110) asserts that “for higher education, quality perception is a core and 
strategic element”. The suitability of study program is the most significant factor. 
Physical environment is a relevant element in a decision-making process and 
nowadays strongly influences the students´ decisions. Cubillo et al. (2006) name 
other auxiliary factors influencing the institution image such as library services, 
computer services, etc.  
 
3.5.2 Current situation in education market 
The current situation in the educational area is influenced particularly by three 
circumstances: formation of private schools and therefore higher competition in 
gaining students, higher social prestige of certain jobs and thus the attractiveness 
of schools educating for such perspective jobs (law and economics nowadays) and 
furthermore a penetration of international schools into our education system (Deák 
et al 2005, p. 15-16).  
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“At a time when higher education institutions around the globe face declining 
students and decreasing funding grants, it becomes imperative for them to 
determine their images in the eyes of their various publics (Ivy 2001)”. Building 
image has come into focus when education institutions realized the need of gaining 
new students and thereby new financial resources. “The real quality of particular 
education institution is often less important than its prestige in public. It is first of 
all the prestige of university which influences the decision of perspective 
students.” (Deák et al 2005, p. 49). 
Education institutions should be concerned about maintaining their competitive 
advantage by developing distinctive image and their positioning (Cubillo et al. 
2006 and Ivy 2001). Many universities nowadays pay attention to distinguish 
themselves from their competitors by strengthening the image of “prestige” and 
“quality”. For strengthening the image Total Quality Management and marketing 
communications in particular public relations are nowadays essential for education 
institutions. 
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4. METHODOLOGY 
 
As the intended research is quite complex and it includes a collection of 
information from four types of groups, I decided to pursue a questionnaire instead 
of interview as a suitable tool for such an extensive analysis.  
My research is based on primary data and is a mix of quantitative and qualitative 
type of research which includes numbers, percentages, etc. as well as interpretation 
of observations. 
4.1 The research design  
The principal aim of the research should be determined by the core question of this 
paper: ‘How big distinction is between expectations and perceptions regarding the 
studies at Brno University of Technology?‘.  
The paper mainly focuses on expectations and perceptions of Brno University of 
Technology by both Czech and international students. Thanks to their answers I 
was able to distinguish what students expect before studies at the university and 
what they perceive after their experience with the university in general. I attempted 
to find the difference in the students´ expectations and perceptions. The students´ 
expectations more or less correspond to image of the university. Reality is their 
perceptions.   
Analysis is divided into two parts. The first part relates to the analysis of Czech 
students´ answers. The second one is devoted to the answers of international 
students (mostly Erasmus students) and their analysis. For both parts I did a 
comparison of the answers in order to find a distinction between expectations and 
perceptions. 
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The research questions, which expand the core question, are as follows: 
 How students perceive BUT as a university? 
 What influenced them to decide studying at BUT? 
 What are the reasons they decided to study at BUT? 
 What should excellent university possess and what BUT has got? 
 What are the feelings, thoughts and ideas about BUT before and 
after studies? 
 What are students´ own feelings before and after studies? 
 What are the assets and drawbacks of the university? 
 
Objectives: 
 to find a difference in expectations and perceptions of students 
 to discover image of BUT in public both in the Czech Republic and 
abroad 
 to propose solution for maintenance or improvement of image  
 
4.2 Questionnaire and response formats 
As I said before I decided to carry out a questionnaire as a tool for collection of 
data and information. Concerning the forms of questions used, I applied one of the 
response formats according to Hayes (1998). “To allow customers to respond in 
varying degrees to each item a Likert-type response format can be used” (Hayes 
1998, p. 69). Likert-type response format represents a bipolar continuum such as 
the agree-disagree continuum, the dissatisfied-satisfied continuum and the poor-
good continua. In the questionnaires I used the agree-disagree and the poor-good 
continuum. Thanks to Likert-type response format I allowed respondents to 
express the degree of their opinion about a university and its products and services 
rather than restricting them to a “yes” or “no” answer. From a statistical point of 
view a scale with five response options is more reliable. Likert-type response 
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format were used mainly in questions regarding different attitudes of respondents 
to various statements about assessing qualities of university in general.  
Another type of response format used in the questionnaires is a semantic 
differential scale. Semantic differential scale is according to Markham (1974, p. 
62) “an extremely simple survey to conduct but very effective and helpful in 
determining people`s opinions of the differing personalities.” I used this response 
format mainly in questions relating to an expression of feelings and general 
assessment of BUT. 
In all the questionnaires I utilized open questions as well as close questions with a 
possibility to express own opinion of respondents. The individual questionnaires 
can be found in Appendix 3, 4, 5 and 6.  
When making an analysis using both response formats each degree was assigned to 
particular points. “Excellent” or “Strongly agree” has got full 5 points; “Poor” or 
“Strongly disagree” has got the minimum – 1 point. For each particular item I 
multiplied the volume of gained answers for each degree by the assigned points 
mentioned above. Then I add up all degree sums per item. Thanks to that final sum 
I could calculate an average per item (final sum/volume of gained answers).  
 
4.3 The choice of respondents 
As the survey involves four types of questionnaires it is logical that there are four 
types of respondents for whom the particular questionnaire was intended. 
The first two questionnaires pertained to students who had never had any 
experience with studies at BUT. Basically they were unfamiliar with Brno 
University of Technology regarding the experience with studies personally. The 
first group was potential Czech students, concretely students from high schools 
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and other universities. The questionnaires for this group were collected in 
Gaudeamus Fair taken place in Brno. The second group comprises new 
international students, mostly Erasmus students, for the following semester and the 
questionnaires were gained personally at opening meeting at the beginning of 
semester. The other two questionnaires were given to students who have been 
studying at and had an experience with the university. Czech students with at least 
one year studies experience at Brno University of Technology and international 
students after their either half year or one year studies were the main target group 
for the other types of questionnaires. Both types of questionnaire were collected 
via online questionnaire, questionnaire sent by email and personally (paper form of 
questionnaire).         
Each of respondents was chosen randomly.  
 
4.4 Ethical principles 
During my research, I attempted to keep the principles of ethics, which should be 
conducted especially on participants. McGivern (2006) specified the ethical 
principles as follows: 
1. Voluntary participation 
It is the cornerstone of an ethical code and no one should be forced or 
deceived into taking part in research; 
2. No harm to the participants 
Participants should be treated with respects and sensitivity; 
3. Anonymity, confidentiality, privacy 
The research was anonymous and nobody was named; 
4. Not deceiving subjects 
Participants were well informed about my research in order to prevent 
any misunderstandings or problems. 
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To prevent any problems that could occur during filling the questionnaire I 
followed the ethical principles and explained each participant what the survey 
purpose of my thesis is. I acknowledge that I have not encountered the similar 
survey and my research is original. 
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5. ANALYSIS 
 
This chapter consists of four analyses of four different questionnaires. Every 
questionnaire is devoted to a specific respondent group and divided into two parts 
– identification questions and principal questions. Identification questions deal 
with age, home town/country, gender and so forth. Principal questions relate to 
image indicators findings.  
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5.1 Potential Czech students 
IDENTIFICATION QUESTIONS  
 
Home town - region 
The respondents of the questionnaire mainly came from the Jihomoravský region – 
27 %. It is obvious that Gaudeamus fair came to visit mostly students from high 
schools located in Brno and its surroundings. 20 % of respondents are from the 
Moravskoslezský region. From Zlínský region 11 % of students went to Brno to 
see an exhibition of BUT at Gaudeamus fair. Among other regions where 
respondents of this questionnaire came from is Pardubický region, Olomoucký 
region, Ústecký region, Vysočina region and Královehradecký region. 4 % of 
respondents came from Slovakia. See Figure 6 for graph drawings. 
 
 
Figure 6 Regions which respondents came from 
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Type of high school 
Most of the respondents – almost half – had studied at secondary schools. This 
group of students are apparently most interested in studies at university. Their 
orientation is general and they are not specialized. Follow-up studies are therefore 
sometimes necessary. 
The second group of respondents ranks 22 % and came from secondary vocational 
schools. 11 % of respondents had been already studying at university, one of them 
revealed it was BUT.  
Vocational schools visited 5 % of respondents, 4 % came from post-secondary 
schools. 9 % of students did not answer at all. All details can be found in Figure 7. 
 
 
Figure 7 Type of respondents´ high school 
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Gender 
Figure 8 shows that most of the respondents surprisingly comprised females – 
69 %. Males presented 27 % of the respondents. 4 % did not answer.  
These females came mainly from Jihomoravský and Moravskoslezský region. The 
majority of them were 18 years old and came from secondary schools. They were 
interested especially in Faculty of Business and Management, furthermore in 
Faculty of Architecture. Most of them admitted (39 %) that they are not interested 
in studies at BUT. Another 35 % of females were attracted by a course or faculty, 
but not primarily by BUT.  
 
 
 
Figure 8 Gender of respondents 
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Age 
In Figure 9 you can see that the most of respondents – 42 % - were 18 years old 
which is obvious. Students in this age are in the final year of their high school and 
look for and are interested in follow-up studies. 17 years old students comprised 
22 % of respondents. This fact shows that students start looking for a suitable 
university sooner than in their final year. 11 % of respondents were 21 years old 
and older. This group may incorporate students who have already had some 
experience with studies at university or students who started to be interested in 
studies at university and have not studied at university yet. 
 
 
 
Figure 9 Age of respondents  
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Study program 
Figure 10 indicates that half of the respondents are interested in master program at 
university. 40 % of students would go to study bachelor. 10 % of respondents did 
not answer. 
 
 
 
Figure 10 Study program which respondents would be interested in 
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Faculty 
I asked respondents which faculty at BUT they are potentially interested in. Most 
of the respondents are interested in Faculty of Business and Management. The 
least interesting faculty seems to be Institute of Forensic Engineering and Faculty 
of Civil Engineering. See Figure 11 with a column chart demonstrating the 
percentage of interest. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11 Popularity of faculties among respondents 
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PRINCIPAL QUESTIONS 
 
How did the potential students learn about BUT? 
The question how potential students learnt about BUT shows us what gives them 
first impulse and persuades to start having an interest in information about BUT 
and studying at BUT.  
As you can see in Figure 12, 32 % of respondents learnt about BUT thanks to the 
exposition in Gaudeamus Fair where young students looking for an opportunity try 
to find out what would be a next step in their lives. As it is a majority of 
respondents who learned about BUT in the Fair, it might say that BUT probably 
does not have sufficient promotions in public, first of all among students in high 
schools. Recommendations and word-of-mouth communication is one of the most 
effective tools concerning a matter of being more visible and well-known. 30 % of 
respondents answered that they had got a recommendation from their friends – 
students already studying at BUT.  
Internet and websites helped get to know about BUT to 15 % of respondents. 
Recommendations from high school are not that high like from friends already 
experienced with studies at BUT. Only 13 % of respondents heard about BUT at 
their high schools which is quite low. There is not a big support from high schools 
according to the survey. 10 % of respondents were acquainted thanks to their 
families.  
Another BUT projects such as Summer School of Informatics or Night of 
Scientists were not probably very successful in informing young students. Even 
nobody from respondents answered that he or she learnt about BUT in media.  
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Figure 12 Source of information about BUT 
 
 
 
How genuine interest is in studying at BUT among potential students? 
This question revealed whether students were attracted by a course or faculty 
without knowing a name of university or they deliberately looked for a course or 
faculty coming under BUT. Another possibility was general interest in technical 
universities, the last one that they are not interested in studies at BUT at all. 
Figure 13 demonstrates that the highest percentage of students – 36 % - said that 
firstly they were impressed by a course or faculty, then they found out it comes 
under BUT. In this case, people were not well informed and they did not connect a 
course / faculty together with a name of university. 
29 % of respondents resolutely answered that they are not interested in studies at 
BUT. Almost one third of respondents made this decision when filling in this 
questionnaire.   
20 % of students probably are aware of BUT because of its general technical 
orientation. The thing is that they give BUT general name – the same which other 
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technical universities have got. When thinking about technical university students 
should simply come up with and result in BUT.  
Only 16 % of students intentionally chose BUT, then decided for a course.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 13 Interest in studying at BUT 
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How do potential students perceive BUT as a university? 
Prestige, popularity, average, infamous. All these words were mentioned when 
asking potential students in the questionnaire. Figure 14 shows that only 6 % of 
students thought that BUT belongs to less popular or famous universities, another 
6 % considered BUT as an average university. The majority of potential students – 
60 % - admitted that BUT is a university which is famous. Almost one third of 
respondents perceived BUT as an excellent university and studying at it is a 
prestigious matter.  
 
 
 
Figure 14 Perception of BUT by respondents 
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What do you expect from studying at university? 
This question is based on Likert-type with 5 features of poor-good continuum to 
measure what students expect from a university. Figure 15 shows the final scale of 
what is more expected by potential students and what is less expected.  
1. perspective career 4,56 
2. quality of lessons and schooling 4,44 
3.- 4. IT facilities  4,40 
 offering of courses and modules  
5. teaching performance of lecturers 4,38 
6. equipment of classrooms 4,29 
7. quality student life 4,18 
8. cooperation with industry 4,09 
9. availability and helpfulness of university employees and academics 4,07 
10. offering of subjects taught in a foreign language 3,98 
11. student activities and campus life 3,93 
 
Figure 15 Expectations about BUT 
The first position occupies a perspective career after studies. That means a 
university should manage and secure a perspective and successful career for a 
student after graduation. In addition a quality of teaching and schooling, IT 
facilities and an interesting offering of courses and modules rank the first three 
positions. As you can see, quality of schooling generally and equipment take first 
positions in the scale. Statements such as subjects in foreign languages or 
cooperation with industry are not much important.  
Potential students do not expect from university to offer or arrange student life, 
campus life or entertainment too much. More important is generally quality of 
studies than quality of student life. 
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The reasons why potential students would go to study at BUT 
I set 17 reasons using a Likert-type format of measuring with 5 features of agree-
disagree continuum. I posed this question in order to find out what attracts 
potential students to go studying at BUT.  
1. interesting and suitable offering of courses 4,22 
2. perspective career after graduation 4,07 
3. BUT prestige 3,98 
4.-6. reputation of BUT in job market 3,87 
 quality of student life  
 student activities and campus life  
7. IT facilities and classroom equipment 3,78 
8. teaching performance of lecturers 3,76 
9.-10. possibility to work during studies 3,69 
 offering of subjects taught in a foreign language  
11. adequately big city and at affordable prices living 3,67 
12. accommodation 3,56 
13. cooperation with industry 3,51 
14. getting to know new city and surroundings 3,36 
15. opportunity to change life 3,00 
16. easier way how to get a degree 2,96 
17. recommendation and impulse from my high school 2,87 
Figure 16 Reasons why respondents would go to study at BUT 
The scale in Figure 16 indicates that apparently an interesting and suitable course 
offering is the first reason why potential students would go to study at BUT. 
Furthermore potential students believe that BUT is eligible to provide a quality 
studies after that they would graduate and build a perspective career. This 
complements a reputation of BUT in job market taking the fourth place. BUT 
prestige takes the third place as the third reason why potential students would go to 
study at BUT. Subsequently teaching performance and equipment follow. 
Surprisingly potential students do not get too much incentive from high schools.  
Potential Czech students believe that BUT is able to guarantee a colourful and 
quality student life and arrange student activities and entertainment thus it is one of 
the first reasons why they would go studying at BUT. Location of BUT in Brno, its 
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accommodation or an opportunity to change life are not very strong reasons why 
potential students would choose BUT. 
 
3 most important reasons why potential students would decide to go studying at 
BUT 
The previous question was supplemented by a determination of 3 specific reasons 
with a possibility to either choose from a table or indicate an own reason.  
First reasons of potential students mainly related to technical orientation of 
university, suitable courses and expertise. Besides a prestige of BUT and quality 
generally would attract them as well. One student admitted as a first reason that he 
would go studying at BUT mainly because of easier way how to get a title. 
Another one revealed that other universities would not accept him therefore he 
would go to study at BUT. Both individual statements do not contribute to its 
image at all. Nevertheless most of potential students consider BUT as a prestigious 
university with an interesting offering of courses. 
Location in Brno and student life are main second reasons. Perspective career after 
graduation and suitable courses were chosen as second reasons too. 
Third reason did not have an entire winner. It was a mix of all the answers set in 
the previous question.  
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What excellent university should do? 
This question should have revealed what are the most essential qualities a 
university should have in order to be excellent, significant, and exceptional for 
students. 
Using a Likert-type with 5 features of agree-disagree continuum I made a scale 
depicted in Figure 17. 
 
Excellent university according to potential students then should... 
1. provide quality education 4,27 
2.-4. always be willing to help students 4,16 
 provide well-educated lecturers and academics working for a 
company 
 
 apply more practical schooling than theory  
5. have well arranged infrastructure 4,13 
6.-7. have modern-looking equipment 4,11 
 provide those promotional materials and websites that give student 
sufficient information about study 
 
8. employ people who are competent and capable to communicate and 
offer good-quality service to students 
4,04 
9. guarantee perspective career 4,02 
10. have an easy accessibility between school buildings 4,00 
11. give prompt service to students 3,98 
12. cooperate with companies from business and industry 3,96 
13. provide excellent food service in university canteens 3,93 
14. provide comfortable and high quality accommodation 3,91 
15. give a student individual attention 3,89 
16.-17. have competitive advantage – to be competitive in the market 3,80 
 understand specific needs and wants of students  
18. have effective promotions and modern expressive corporate design 
(i.e. logo) 
3,71 
19. be well known abroad 3,64 
20. arrange student activities and entertainment 3,58 
 
Figure 17 Scale of excellent university qualities according to respondents 
 
Excellent university should first of all provide quality education. Quality education 
is connected with a recruitment of competent professional staff having an 
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experience in practice in order to be able to apply more practical schooling and 
training than theory. In addition potential students would appreciate from 
university good service and willingness whenever they would need a help.  
Well arranged infrastructure and modern-looking equipment are surely important 
as well when we talk about excellent service from excellent university. 
As the scale shows potential students do not pay much attention to a 
competitiveness or differentiation by effective promotions. Even being well known 
abroad appears at the end of the scale.   
The least important what excellent university should do is an arrangement of 
student activities and entertainment.  
 
 
 
Do you think BUT is different from other universities in the Czech Republic? If 
so, what makes it different? 
This question should have revealed whether potential students are aware of any 
specific element which makes BUT different. 
42 % of students did not answer at all. Of course it means neither agreement nor 
disagreement, however I have to admit that empty rows usually indicate that 
students did not know what to write down and thus they are familiar with no 
differentiation elements.   
This consideration is confirmed by 29 % of students who said that BUT does not 
differ from other universities. Other 13 % of respondents defined several indicators 
of BUT differentiation such as its quality, world-class, prestige and reputation. 
Besides one respondent said BUT is more famous and more being recommended 
than other universities. Another one honestly acknowledged that BUT is of higher 
prestige than its competitor – ČVUT (České vysoké učení technické). 
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11 % of potential students think that BUT differs from others principally by its 
qualities, for instance they mentioned its demands, orientation, Brno location or 
better cooperation with industry. 2 % of students said yes however without adding 
any note why they think so. 2 % did not know what to answer. 
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5.2 Experienced Czech students 
IDENTIFICATION QUESTIONS 
Region 
Regions which respondents came from are depicted in Figure 18. The majority of 
respondents came from the Jihomoravský region (36 %). 11 % of respondents 
came to study at BUT from Zlínský region.  
Other students have their origins in Olomoucký, Pardubický and Vysočina region 
and comprised in the survey around 10 % each. Slovak students participated in this 
survey made 10 % as well. 
Regions such as Praha or Středočeský have got small percentage, apparently 
because of high concentration of universities in these regions and thus competition 
for BUT.  
 
 
 
Figure 18 Region which respondents came from 
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Gender 
Gender in this questionnaire was balanced as Figure 19 shows. However males 
had got the majority – 57 %.  
41 % of respondents comprised females. Just 1 % of respondents did not determine 
his or her gender. 
 
 
Figure 19 Gender of respondents 
 
 
 
Age 
As Figure 20 demonstrates 84 % of respondents were between 19 and 25 years 
which is the majority. Students older than 25 years comprised 16 % of 
respondents. There was nobody participating in this survey under 18 years old. 
 
 
Figure 20Age of respondents 
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Study program 
49 % of respondents studied bachelor program, 41 % studied master program. 10 
% of respondents did not answer. Pie chart in Figure 21 depicts the percentages. 
 
 
Figure 21Study program chosen by respondents 
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Faculty 
Figure 22 shows that the highest representation in this survey had Faculty of Civil 
Engineering with 30 % of respondents followed by Faculty of Business and 
Management with 29 % of respondents. 20 % of respondents studied at Faculty of 
Mechanical Engineering.  
Students from Faculty of Architecture and Faculty of Chemistry comprised only 1 
% of respondents. Faculty of Fine Arts and Institute of Forensic Engineering did 
not have representatives in this survey. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22Faculties chosen by respondents 
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PRINCIPAL QUESTIONS 
 
Were you generally satisfied with studies at BUT? 
As Figure 23 shows the majority of Czech students (72 %) admitted that they were 
satisfied with studies at BUT even though there are some drawbacks of university. 
Only 10 % of Czech students said that they were satisfied with quality of studies. 
Other 10 % maintained neutral opinion, neither satisfied nor dissatisfied. 4 % of 
Czech students were not satisfied with studies at BUT, nevertheless compare to 
other universities BUT is still better.  
Just 1 % of students were totally dissatisfied; other 3 % expressed their own 
opinion. One student posed a question: “What is satisfaction and how could I be 
able to compare BUT with other universities when he does not know how it is 
going there? But probably yes, I am satisfied.” Another student acknowledged that 
regarding a content and academic atmosphere he is satisfied; on the other hand he 
is not satisfied with presentation of BUT and taking care of students.        
  
 
 
Figure 23 Satisfaction with studies 
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Is there anything you would recommend or propose in order to improve studies 
at BUT? 
Almost every student had some remark or recommendation for BUT. One of the 
most common remark related to quality of studies – especially the schooling 
quality and focus on languages at BUT. Students complained that they miss 
quality foreign language courses. BUT obviously does not pay attention to a 
demand of students who want to be well-educated in foreign languages. Therefore 
BUT should focus on offering of foreign language courses and satisfy the demand. 
At least BUT should arrange foreign language courses into individual semesters 
evenly.  
Furthermore students complained that plenty of subjects are useless because they 
are very similar to subjects from previous semesters. They admitted that 
sometimes a name of subject seems to be just changed. Students would rather 
prefer new subjects with different content in order to learn something new.  
Specialization is other request which students want BUT to deal with. In master 
studies general studies still appear. Students however aspire to have a specialized 
area which they can focus on during studies and further continue in work after 
graduation.  
This is connected with wider range of voluntary subjects and more practice. 
Czech students would like to have more subjects to be offered like it is at Masaryk 
University in order to get some knowledge from study area they do not study in but 
would like to extend their knowledge. More practice was the most common answer 
of this question – more practice and more intensive cooperation with 
companies. At Czech universities it is apparent that “theory world” is promoted 
more than “practice world”. Students do not want to learn by heart and forget 
everything in few days. They would like to be able to convert theory knowledge 
into practice. Case studies and exams based on them are not still included in 
schedules of many subjects either.  
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Czech students are not satisfied with attitude, communication and feedback from 
teachers. In developed countries there is often equal position between student 
and teacher. They take them as an equal partner or colleague which facilitate and 
improve communication. Students also miss discussion and feedback from 
teachers. They usually work on projects and presentations and then get a mark or 
points. However they do not gain a feedback and thus do not know what they 
should improve or what they did well in a project. BUT should arrange a system of 
assessment where feedback should be a commonplace and objective. Therefore 
having a feedback from another teacher would be appropriate.  
Some study issues might be sorted out only by visiting a study department with 
short opening hours. Students therefore wish to solve everything electronically 
and have all information available online. Some students consider student 
information system confusing and not well-refined. 
Quality of teachers was mentioned several times. Students think that some 
teachers are very good scientists but not good teachers. Czech lecturers teach 
courses in English even though they are not very good at English. There is 
definitely a lack of quality teachers with high level of English. BUT should 
educate its academics in foreign language as it should do the same with students. 
According to students BUT should focus on its attractiveness, awareness of BUT 
in students´ mind and overall marketing, mainly communication campaigns. 
Potential and even current students tend to compare not only BUT marketing 
activity with Masaryk University and still find a deep gap and big difference in 
favour of Masaryk University. 
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Express your satisfaction with studies at BUT 
The scale in Figure 24 shows that Czech students are satisfied with possibilities of 
study abroad and course content. BUT has got lots of contracts with universities 
abroad and the number of contracts is increasing. This might be confirmed by an 
increasing number of out-going students (see Figure 2). Interest in studying abroad 
is connected with concern in learning and improving foreign languages which is 
nowadays very important and a necessity to know at least one foreign language 
very well.  
 
1. quality of student life and entertainment 4,14 
2. possibility to study abroad  3,97 
3. course content and offering of modules 3,89 
4. equipment of classrooms 3,87 
5. IT facilities 3,80 
6. students activities and campus life 3,58 
7. quality of lessons and schooling 3,50 
8.-9. availability and helpfulness of BUT employees and academics 3,46 
 perspective career after graduation  
10. teaching performance of lecturers 3,41 
11. possibility to work during the study 3,30 
12. BUT cooperation with industry 3,03 
13. possibility to study some subjects in English 2,84 
14. cheap living 2,81 
15. university accommodation 2,63 
 
Figure 24 Satisfaction with studies at BUT 
 
 
Surprisingly Czech students are generally satisfied with course content and 
offering of modules at BUT although they complained about repeated subject 
content and limited number and offering of voluntary subject. Nevertheless 
interesting and suitable offering of courses is the most important reason why 
potential students would go to study at BUT.  
When talking about quality of lessons, schooling and teaching performance of 
lecturers it appears in the middle of the table. From previous question we know 
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that students are not satisfied with attitude of teachers to them, no feedback from 
them, low level of English, little practice and learning by heart all the time. 
Possibility to study some subjects in English are very limited at BUT and 
furthermore a level of teachers´ English is low according to answers of students. 
Regarding student life at BUT Czech students are most satisfied with its quality 
and entertainment at BUT and on the other hand least satisfied with university 
accommodation. They even think that it is not cheap to be a student. 
Accommodation or cheap living are at least not such important factors why Czech 
potential students would go studying at BUT. 
 
 
 
Assessment of Brno University of Technology by Czech students 
BUT has doubtless easy accessibility between school buildings which was 
assessed by highest points. Most of Czech potential respondents think that BUT is 
not different and distinguishable from competition; in fact Czech experienced 
students think vice versa. They are confident that BUT has its competitive 
advantage and thus is competitive in the market. Different expectations and 
perceptions are the evidence that BUT should focus on improving its image among 
potential students. 
Czech students entirely agreed that BUT provides quality education. Czech 
experienced students assessed quality education at BUT by 3,71 points,  potential 
Czech students gave 4,27 points. Excellent university should always be willing to 
help students and apply more practical schooling than theory. These requirements 
when assessing BUT appeared at the end of the scale.  
BUT has well-arranged infrastructure, easy accessibility between buildings or 
modern-looking equipment but it should focus on factors which are decisive for 
potential students such as quality education, taking care of students, employing 
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well-educated and competent teachers who will apply theory into practice during 
lectures. According to the scale in Figure 25 BUT pays little attention to student 
needs and wants. BUT should take into account that student is actually customer 
who you have to pamper to make him or her satisfied.  
1. has an easy accessibility between school buildings 4,03 
2. has competitive advantage – is competitive in the market 3,87 
3. provides quality education 3,71 
4. has well arranged infrastructure 3,67 
5.-6. has modern-looking equipment 3,47 
 employs people who are competent and capable to communicate 
and offer good-quality service to students 
 
7. provides excellent food service in university canteens 3,39 
8. provides well-educated lecturers and academics working for a 
company 
3,36 
9. arranges student activities and entertainment 3,34 
10. cooperates with companies from business and industry 3,26 
11. is well known abroad 3,21 
12. guarantees perspective career 3,19 
13. is always willing to help students 3,16 
14. provides those promotional materials and websites that give student 
sufficient information about study 
3,04 
15. gives prompt service to students 3,03 
16. has effective promotions and modern expressive corporate design 
(i.e. logo) 
2,99 
17. understands specific needs and wants of students 2,81 
18.-19. provides 24 hours access to IT facilities and Internet 2,79 
 provides comfortable and high quality accommodation  
20. offers more practical schooling than theory 2,71 
21. gives a student individual attention 2,66 
 
Figure 25Assessment of BUT by Czech experienced students 
 
 
 
In terms of student life Czech students are more or less satisfied with quality of 
food service in university canteens and arrangement of student activities and 
entertainment. According to Czech students BUT does not provide comfortable 
and high quality accommodation at all. The result of 2,79 points shows that Czech 
students in fact do not agree that BUT provides quality accommodation.  
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How did Czech student feel after studying at BUT? 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26 Feelings of students after experiencing studies 
 
The scale in Figure 26 demonstrates the feelings of students which they had and 
perhaps still have after experiencing studies at BUT. They are mainly cheerful, 
ambitious, cleverer, satisfied, confident, optimistic and decided. They are 
unfortunately neither trustful nor distrustful and the same goes for cautious and 
trustworthy. Czech students are neither enthusiastic nor disappointed after having 
experienced studies at BUT and are neutral in this feeling. Czech students do not 
feel like an expert after studies which may be explained by little practice in lessons.  
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What do Czech students think about BUT? What are the feelings about BUT? 
Czech students with study experience consider BUT first of all as a good, pleasant, 
comfortable, useful, helpful, big and strong university. They think that BUT and 
student life are quite expensive. BUT is neither easy nor difficult, neither original 
nor stereotypic, neither free nor limiting as it is depicted in Figure 27. 
Originality might be connected with performance of BUT and communication with 
public. 
 
 
 
Figure 27 Feelings about BUT 
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5.3 New international students 
IDENTIFICATION QUESTIONS 
 
Country 
13 % of respondents came from Finland. Lithuanian students as well as Greek 
students made 11 % of respondents. 9 % each of Slovenian, French and Spain 
students were surveyed. Other countries participated in the survey are depicted in 
Figure 28 below. 
9 % of respondents did not state their country origin in the survey. 
 
 
 
Figure 28 Countries which respondents came from 
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Type of international student 
Figure 29 depicts that most of respondents were Erasmus students. Just one 
student studied here as a Free Mover student, another one as a CEEPUS student. 
 
 
Figure 29 Type of international students 
 
 
 
Gender 
Male made 62 % of respondents, females 36 %. 2 % of respondents did not answer. 
Gender division can be seen in Figure 30. 
 
 
Figure 30 Gender of respondents 
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Age group 
Most of respondents – 87 % - ranked to the age group of 21-25 years old. 7 % of 
respondents were 18-20 years old. Older students around 26-35 years participated 
in the survey as well – 4 %. 
2 % of respondents did not answer at all. Figure 31 shows the details relating to 
age group. 
 
Figure 31 Age groups of respondents 
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Education level 
This question found out what education the respondents had got so far. Figure 32 
shows that 56 % of students had finished high school with A-levels. 29 % of 
students had got a bachelor degree. Only 11 % had finished master degree. Nobody 
from respondents had got a doctor degree. 4 % of respondents did not answer at all. 
 
 
 
Figure 32 Education level of respondents 
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Study program 
The question should have revealed what study program the students were going to 
study at BUT. As most of respondents had A-levels, naturally 67 % of students 
went to study bachelor program at BUT. 31 % of respondents were involved in 
master program. 2 % of respondents did not answer at all. See Figure 33 for 
demonstration. 
 
 
Figure 33 Study program chosen by respondents 
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Faculty 
27 % of respondents studied at Faculty of Information Technology. Other 23 % of 
respondents came to study at Faculty of Business and Management. From Faculty 
of Civil Engineering 15 % of respondents participated in this survey. Further 
percentage of other faculties might be found in Figure 34 below. 
The survey did not incorporate students from Faculty of Chemistry and Institute of 
Forensic Engineering.  
 
 
 
Figure 34 Faculties chosen by respondents 
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PRINCIPAL QUESTIONS 
 
 
How did international students learn about BUT? 
Figure 35 indicates the sources of information about BUT. Mostly international 
students learnt about BUT thanks to their friends who had already been studying at 
BUT. 33 % of respondents admitted that they learnt about BUT through students 
who had experienced studies at BUT. 
While some of international students decided for BUT on friend´s recommendation, 
27 % of respondents were captured when browsing the internet and BUT websites. 
BUT is being surely recommended not only by experienced students but also by 
home universities. 25 % of respondents learnt about BUT through their home 
universities. 9 % of respondents had already studied at BUT as students of 
different programs. This shows that international students return to study at BUT 
again.  
In the survey 4 % of respondents stated that they learnt about BUT owing to a 
seminar with BUT lecturers and on the basis of BUT presentation they decided to 
go studying at BUT. Czech students are another source how to make international 
students informed about BUT. 2 % of respondents learnt about BUT through 
Czech students. 
Neither parents nor brochures and promotional material are not effective in this 
case of spreading information about BUT among international students. 
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Figure 35 Source of information about BUT 
 
 
 
Which title is the most fitting to BUT? 
Assessment of the title was following: number 1 expresses the best mark and 
number 5 the worst. As we can see in Figure 36 according to international students 
the most fitting title for BUT is "something special for me". This title obtained the 
lowest and simultaneously the best mark of 2,37. Next fitting title with mark 2,64 
for BUT is "average university in Europe". That could mean international students 
decided for BUT because it offers something special for them however they 
perceived it as an average university. In this case I would say reputation or prestige 
of university was not the main reason when choosing a university.  Nevertheless 
mark 3,00 belongs to the title "prestige university".  Just 0,36 points differentiates 
very diverse titles from - average and prestige university. The title "something 
special among universities" gained a mark 3,23. The last title "unknown 
university" is the least fitting for BUT. It explains that international students were 
aware of BUT abroad at their home universities. It is particularly thanks to 
previous students who have studied at BUT and then advised their friends to apply 
for studies here. 
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Figure 36 Titles of BUT 
 
 
What most attracted international students to come studying at BUT? 
I posed this open question in order to find out what is in a head of international 
students before I started to ask them to choose from various options. Otherwise 
they would be influenced by questions and variations of answers set by me. I 
divided the individual answers of international students into 4 categories.  
 
Figure 37 What attracts international students? 
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Figure 37 shows that 34 % of respondents considered Czech Republic and Brno as 
a nice and good strategic place for cheap travelling and discovering Czech culture. 
Czech Republic and its strategic location attract young students to study here and 
simultaneously travel a lot. As Prague is full of tourists one of students therefore 
decided to study in Brno.  
32 % of respondents were attracted mainly because of study purposes. They came 
to study at BUT because of a good course offering and similarity of courses 
compared with their home university courses. Secondly they chose BUT because 
they perceived it as a good university.   
8 % of international students were attracted by getting to know new people and 
another reason was that they were allowed to come as a group which is typical for 
southern countries that prefer coming to study as a group of friends. Some of 
universities do not provide as many posts for exchange students as BUT.   
Recommendation as the last category takes 9 % of international students who were 
recommended to study at BUT by their home universities and students who had 
been studying at BUT. Furthermore they were satisfied with information provided 
on internet.  
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What are the expectations of international students regarding studies at BUT? 
This question is based on Likert-type with 5 features of poor-good continuum to 
measure what international students expect from studying at BUT. International 
students assessed 11 declarative statements. It resulted in the following scale 
which can be seen in Figure 38.  
 
1. student activities and campus life 4,30 
2. equipment of classrooms 4,05 
3. quality of student life and entertainment 3,98 
4.-6. course content 3,93 
 quality of lessons and schooling  
 internationality of study program  
7. availability and helpfulness of BUT employees and academics 3,88 
8. BUT cooperation with industry 3,79 
9.-10. teaching performance of lecturers 3,77 
 IT facilities  
11. perspective career after graduation 3,70 
 
Figure 38 Expectations about BUT 
After analysis of the answers when I asked international students what are their 
expectations about BUT I did not doubt about the first more expected statements. 
Student activities, campus life or entertainment are the most usual reasons why 
they go studying abroad and what they expect from university which should 
provide that great exchange student stay.  
In terms of studies international students expect good equipment of classrooms at 
BUT. A quality of lessons and schooling, course content or internationality of 
study program are also certainly important. Perspective career, IT facilities or 
teaching performance of lecturers are not expected that much and appeared at the 
end of the scale.  
International students perhaps assess a university which they want to go to study at 
according to its background, student culture, cohesion, opportunities to meet new 
people, student clubs, etc. and do not pay attention to quality studies too much. 
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What are the reasons international students came to study at BUT? 
I set 17 reasons using a Likert-type format of measuring with 5 features of agree-
disagree continuum. The final scale in Figure 39 shows that travelling and 
enjoying student life in a foreign country has got the highest score. It is followed 
by a need of change in life and cheap country. Student activities and campus life 
has appeared on the first 5 positions as well. Surprisingly general quality of student 
life was not too decisive reason. However university accommodation was not 
decisive reason at all. 
1. travelling and enjoying student life in a foreign country 4,44 
2. a need of change in my life 4,13 
3. cheap country 3,80 
4.-5. favourable offering of study courses at BUT 3,78 
 student activities and campus life  
6. internationality of study programs at BUT 3,67 
7. IT facilities and classroom equipment 3,51 
8. impulse from my previous university 3,49 
9.-10. prestige of BUT 3,40 
 perspective career after graduation  
11. quality of student life at BUT 3,36 
12. BUT cooperation with industry 3,31 
13. teaching performance of lecturers 3,29 
14. reputation of the university in the labour market 3,18 
15. easier way to gain an academic title compared to my country 3,04 
16.-17. university accommodation 2,60 
 possibility to work during the study  
 
Figure 39 Reasons to come to study at BUT 
Concerning studies and the quality of service as reasons they are important as well, 
first of all a favourable offering of study courses. Internationality of study program 
or IT facilities were also important reasons why international students chose BUT. 
Possibility to work during studies is not crucial reason at all.  
All in all international students hunger for changing their lives and enjoying their 
stay abroad. These all reasons such as travelling, or entertainment are the main 
reasons. Quality of education, equipment or prestige of BUT are rather 
supplementary reasons why they decide to go studying at BUT. 
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3 most important reasons why international students came to study at BUT 
The first most important reason is apparently travelling and enjoying student life, a 
need of change in life or making new international friends. 46 % of respondents 
marked those reasons as the first most important. Other students mentioned 
prestige of BUT, good organisation of the international program, friend´s advice, 
most recommended university, improving English or suitable subjects as the first 
most important reason.  
For the second and third important reason the answers mostly related to a student 
life and travelling as it was in the first reason.  
Now I will write down several reasons which are worth mentioning and came 
directly from students´ minds: 
- to see a difference of studying abroad 
- opportunity to study modules which they cannot at their home university 
- nice country and nice city in the Central Europe   
- curious about the Czech Republic 
- to get to know Czech culture and language 
- easy to travel to another countries 
- to finish studies 
- BUT 
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What excellent university should do? 
In Figure 40 you can find a scale of qualities (based on Likert type scheme) which 
excellent university should possess according to international students. They see 
excellent university as a university which provides quality education, is always 
willing to help and enables information about studies either on websites or in other 
promotional materials. Recruitment of competent people who give a prompt 
service is essential as well. Surprisingly arrangement of student activities appears 
at the end of the scale even though the answers of what they expect from BUT 
were totally different. Student life and entertainment were the main reasons. It 
expresses that exchange university does not always need to provide qualities of 
excellent university. 
1. provide quality education 4,38 
2. always be willing to help students 4,18 
3. provide those promotional materials and websites that give student 
sufficient information about study 
4,13 
4. have well arranged infrastructure 4,11 
5. employ people who are competent and capable to communicate and 
offer good-quality service to students 
4,04 
6. cooperate with companies from business and industry 4,00 
7. give prompt service to students 3,96 
8.-9. understand specific needs and wants of students 3,93 
 offer more practical schooling than theory  
10. provide well-educated lecturers and academics working for a 
company 
3,91 
11. have competitive advantage – to be competitive in the market 3,89 
12. provide comfortable and high quality accommodation 3,87 
13.-14. have modern-looking equipment 3,84 
 guarantee perspective career  
15. have an easy accessibility between school buildings 3,73 
16. give a student individual attention 3,71 
17. provide excellent food service in university canteens 3,67 
18. be well known abroad 3,53 
19. arrange student activities and entertainment 3,51 
20. have effective promotions and modern expressive corporate design 
(i.e. logo) 
3,29 
 
Figure 40 Excellent university qualities according to respondents 
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All in all international students want excellent university to understand specific 
needs and to give them a background, information and good service when they 
need a help. 
 
What makes BUT different among universities? 
I posed this question to find out whether the students know something about the 
university and whether they are able to compare it with other universities before 
they start studying at BUT. "What makes BUT different" should help me to 
recognise why they decided to study at BUT and what was the reason they chose 
BUT and not another university. Figure 41 points the answers in percentage. 
 
Figure 41 What makes BUT different? 
The majority of students had not had an opinion before the experience with 
studying at BUT and answered either that they did not know yet (20 %) what 
makes BUT different among universities or did not answer at all (47 %).  This 
result signifies when students were choosing university for their studies abroad 
they perhaps did not compare universities that much and did not look for the 
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differences or whether this university is better than that one. As mentioned above, 
the first impulse or reason why they came to study at BUT was not exactly the 
prestige or quality of university however the location and possibility to travel were 
the main attributes which convinced Erasmus students to study at BUT. In terms of 
location 9 % of respondents actually claimed that BUT is different in its location. 
They mainly emphasized the central location of the Czech Republic which is not 
far from other countries.  
18 % of students´ answers related to the choice of courses such as the possibility of 
studying particular course which they could not in their country or praised the 
BUT education system and lecturer attitude to students and quality of lectures.   
Just one student (2%) compared BUT with its home university and stated that BUT 
has better equipment.  4 % of students considered BUT different in its openness to 
international students and the existence of International Student Club at BUT 
which helps Erasmus students to survive their exchange stay.  
 
Expression of feelings about BUT by one word 
The most often used words symbolizing BUT were mainly adjectives such as great, 
cool, awesome, nice, very good, adventurous, exciting, wonderful, friendly or kind. 
Some students perceived BUT as unknown, new, different, international and for 
one student BUT was a hope. 
There were no answers of negative expressions except unknown. 
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What were the feelings of international students before beginning of schooling 
at BUT? 
In this question semantic differential depicts 19 general feelings in the scale from 5 
to 1. For better view I adjusted the scale to final figures.  
As semantic differential in Figure 42 shows international students were before 
schooling mainly curious and enthusiastic. Studying abroad was obviously 
something new for them and did not know what to expect that is why they were 
enthusiastic about that feeling. Adventurous, active and optimistic feelings go hand 
in hand in general good feeling about studying at BUT.   
In the middle of the scale we can see that students were neutral in the feelings of 
confusion, consistency, excitement and nervousness. 
 
 
Figure 42 Semantic differential – feelings of international students before schooling 
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Expression of thoughts and feelings about BUT as a university 
 
 
 
Figure 43 Semantic differential – feelings about BUT 
 
Semantic differential in Figure 43 depicts 25 general qualities in the scale from 5 
to 1. For better view I adjusted the scale to final figures going from 4 to 2,5.  
International students perceived BUT as a useful, good, helpful and nice university 
which is in its size quite big. BUT is perceived as an active university with few 
limits. In the middle of the scale we can see that international students felt that 
BUT is neither easy nor difficult, in its speed is neutral and is neither close nor 
distant. This is a good result for BUT because it is not perceived as a distant 
university and thus accessible and available for international students.       
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5.4 Experienced international students 
IDENTIFICATION QUESTIONS 
 
Country 
 
The majority of respondents (24 %) comprised Portuguese students. 14 % of 
respondents were Turkish, other 14 % came from Spain. 10 % were from United 
Kingdom. 7 % of respondents came from France. Other countries and the presence 
of their respondents are mentioned in Figure 44.  
 
 
 
Figure 44 Countries which respondents came from 
 
 
Type of student 
 
Majority of respondents studied at BUT as Erasmus students (93 %). CEEPUS 
students comprised 5 % in this research and also 2 % of respondents were 
international students who paid school fees. The pie chart in Figure 45 shows the 
division of type of students in this questionnaire research.  
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Figure 45 Type of international students 
 
 
 
Gender 
 
Figure 46 depicts that gender of respondents was balanced for this questionnaire. 
55 % of respondents were males, 45 % were females. 
 
 
 
Figure 46 Gender of respondents 
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Age 
 
Figure 47 shows that 79 % of respondents belonged to the age group of 21 to 25 
years old. 14 % were older than 26 years. Respondents younger than 20 years 
made 7 % of respondents. 
 
 
 
Figure 47 Age of respondents 
 
 
Education 
 
55 % of respondents had got a bachelor degree in the time of doing a research. 
Students with A-levels comprised 31 % of respondents. Just 12 % of respondents 
had already got master degree. 2% of respondents stated other kind of education 
gained so far - HND (Higher National Diploma) UK qualification. Figure 48 
shows the details. 
 
 
Figure 48 Education level of respondents 
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Study program 
 
Majority of respondents – 72 % - came to BUT to study in bachelor program. 26 % 
of respondents studied master program. Just 2 % chose to study doctoral program. 
See Figure 49 for pie chart. 
 
Figure 49 Study program chosen by respondents 
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Faculty 
Every faculty had its representatives in this questionnaire except Institute of 
Forensic Engineering.   
27 % of respondents studies at Faculty of Information Technology. Further 20 % 
came from Faculty of Business and Management. Both students from Faculty of 
Architecture and Faculty of Civil Engineering comprised 14 % each. Further 
results are depicted in Figure 50. 
 
 
 
Figure 50 Faculty chosen by respondents 
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PRINCIPAL QUESTIONS 
Were international students generally satisfied with studies at BUT? 
 
Figure 51 Satisfaction with studies 
Figure 51 points out that almost half of respondents (45 %) admitted that they 
were certainly satisfied with quality studies at BUT and further 38 % of 
respondents were also satisfied although they found some lacks. 7 % of 
respondents acknowledged they were not satisfied at all. 2 % were not satisfied but 
it was still better than studies at their home university. Neutral opinion was 
expressed by 3 % of respondents. 
5 % of respondents expressed their own opinion on satisfaction regarding studies 
at BUT. One of them maintained the opinion that generally BUT is a good 
university however he was unsatisfied with his faculty, concretely Faculty of 
Architecture. All in all he perceived his home university better than BUT.  Another 
international student with his own opinion said that it depends on a course whether 
he was satisfied or not.     
In summary a majority of international students were generally satisfied with 
studies at BUT. This result concerning the satisfaction with studies at BUT is 
definitely important factor for BUT image. Satisfied customer (student) reflects 
that BUT is eligible to offer good service and satisfy students´ needs. 
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International students´ proposals what should be improved regarding studies at 
BUT 
Most of international students were complaining about the English level of 
teachers. Classes were offered in English however teachers were not able to speak 
in English. It was connected with communication and organization of lectures. 
As the majority of classes were given in Czech, even if the lectures should have 
been in English, international students were confused in the lectures and did not 
know what was going on. When they wanted to find information from the lectures 
at least in a paper form via student information system they were either published 
in Czech or did not exist at all despite teachers promised to put them in 
information system. International students also missed English books and materials 
in library. The amount of books in English in the libraries is not sufficient.  
For that reason the international students started to writing emails to teachers. 
Unfortunately this way of communication did not work either. Relating to 
organization of lectures there were a lot of complaints that teachers did not inform 
students about cancellation of lectures which made students angry. In this time 
when modern technologies enables and facilitate to communicate quickly and 
easily it is unsatisfactory that technological university and its academic employees 
are not able to exploit the development of technologies and thus ruin its image of 
modern and developed university.    
Several students complained that teachers did not require students to work and 
therefore students started to perceive studies at BUT like a joke. I would say that 
international studies at BUT are taken as very easy studies and everybody is able 
to finish them. Teachers allow almost every international student to pass exams in 
spite of the fact that students do not do too much during semester, respectively are 
not expected to do. This fact does not contribute to building image of BUT at all.  
International students would be keen on having lectures together with Czech 
students. They would meet them and find more about Czech culture and Czech 
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language. That would be contributing to Czech students as well. Having a course 
in English and being in touch with international students would help them practice 
English language.  
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Express your satisfaction with studies at BUT 
International students expressed their satisfaction with studies at BUT thanks to 
Likert-type with 15 items. As Figure 52 shows international students were mainly 
satisfied with cheap living, possibility to travel and quality of student life, 
entertainment, activities and campus life. On the other hand university 
accommodation was unsatisfactory. It is remarkable that Czech experienced 
students admitted that being a student in Brno is quite expensive. On the contrary 
international experienced students had completely different opinion.  
In terms of quality studies they praised equipment of classrooms which is linked 
with IT facilities. International students were not too much satisfied that they did 
not have an opportunity to work during studies at BUT. Even perspective career 
appeared in the end of the scale with 3,60 points which shows that international 
students do not consider BUT as a remarkable and prestigious experience for their 
future after graduation in job market. This is linked with problems of easy-
manageable-university image and the fact that almost everybody is able to finish 
international studies at BUT. 
1. cheap living 4,52 
2. possibility to travel 4,43 
3. equipment of classrooms 4,29 
4. quality of student life and entertainment 4,26 
5. IT facilities 4,14 
6. students activities and campus life 4,12 
7.-8 course content 3,95 
 internationality of my study program  
9. availability and helpfulness of BUT employees and academics 3,83 
10. teaching performance of lecturers 3,74 
11. BUT cooperation with industry 3,64 
12. quality of lessons and schooling 3,62 
13. perspective career after graduation 3,60 
14. university accommodation 3,48 
15. possibility to work during the study 3,33 
 
Figure 52 Satisfaction with studies at BUT 
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Assessment of Brno University by international students 
This question should reveal how international students see BUT. They assessed 
tangible (physical environment) as well as intangible (quality, prestige) elements.  
 
1. has modern-looking equipment 4,10 
2. has well arranged infrastructure 4,02 
3.-4. provides 24 hours access to IT facilities and Internet 3,86 
 provides quality education  
5. has an easy accessibility between school buildings 3,83 
6. is always willing to help students 3,76 
7. arranges student activities and entertainment 3,71 
8. provides well-educated lecturers and academics working for a 
company 
3,69 
9. employs people who are competent and capable to communicate 
and offer good-quality service to students 
3,62 
10. gives a student individual attention 3,60 
11. understands specific needs and wants of students 3,57 
12. gives prompt service to students 3,55 
13. provides those promotional materials and websites that give student 
sufficient information about study 
3,50 
14. offers more practical schooling than theory 3,43 
15.-16. has effective promotions and modern expressive corporate design 
(i.e. logo) 
3,40 
 guarantees perspective career  
17. has competitive advantage – is competitive in the market 3,38 
18. cooperates with companies from business and industry 3,21 
19. provides excellent food service in university canteens 3,10 
20. provides comfortable and high quality accommodation 3,00 
21. is well known abroad 2,98 
 
Figure 53 Assessment of BUT by international students 
 
According to Figure 53 international students definitely agreed that BUT has 
modern-looking and well arranged physical environment. However university 
accommodation is considered to be average and the same goes for university 
canteens. Students also agreed that BUT provides quality education. When we look 
at the previous question analysis international students considered quality of 
lessons and schooling with 3,62. Here in general statement whether BUT provides 
quality education students assessed it with 3,86 points.  
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According to international students BUT was basically always willing to help 
students even though there is an average assessment of competent people and well-
educated lecturers. It is worth mentioning that there was just one item below 
average with 2,98 points. BUT is not considered to be well known abroad too 
much.  
BUT is good at arrangement of student activities and entertainment. however did 
not provide very comfortable and high quality accommodation and excellent food 
in university canteens. Based on my experience I have to say that international 
students prefer cooking on their own because of their traditional meals they like. 
University canteens are not able to offer that kind of traditional meals of diverse 
cultures with the right taste. It is simply impossible. 
The research showed that most of international students do not require from 
exchange university the qualities of excellent university. In reality Erasmus or Free 
Mover stay is mainly about an entertainment and meeting new people and having 
fun with them. The attitude of international student to exchange university would 
probably change when they would have to pay school fees.  
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How did international students feel after studying at BUT? 
 
 
Figure 54 Respondents´ feelings after studies at BUT 
 
The results in Figure 54 show that most intensive feelings after studies among 
international students were good, satisfied, enthusiastic, confident and optimistic. 
All these feelings are positive which certainly reflects a satisfaction with studies at 
BUT. 
Neutral feelings were mainly emotional and cautious feelings. Being an expert 
after studies at BUT left the neutral feeling as well.  
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What do international students think about BUT? What are the feelings about 
BUT? 
According to semantic differential in Figure 55 international students considered 
BUT as a comfortable, good quality, nice, clean, active and quite big university.  
Results around average also show that BUT is neither easy nor difficult, neither 
close nor distant, neither amusing nor boring even if international students 
expressed a satisfaction with student life at BUT which previous question analyses 
confirm. 
 
 
Figure 55 How is BUT? 
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter deals with the comparison of questionnaires of both Czech and 
international students and proposes solutions for maintenance or improvement of 
BUT image discovered from the distinction between expectations and perceptions. 
 
6.1 CZECH STUDENTS: Distinction between 
expectations and perceptions 
Survey shows that respondents mainly learnt about BUT right in the place of 
Gaudeamus Fair. Therefore it is important to give a good account of university 
there. Not only effective, original and impressive exposition but also competent 
people and especially students from BUT, who may pass experiences from 
studies to potential students, should expose in fairs across the Czech Republic. 
Recommendations and experience from BUT students are certainly as much 
valuable as from teachers. People of the same age are closer to each other and 
students are more suitable to give advice concerning not only studies at BUT to 
potential students but also about student life and other advantages of being a 
student at BUT. There is a concrete campaign for potential students which current 
students may help to promote BUT among potential students and make potential 
students aware of studies at BUT: 
1. BUT may offer part-time job for current active students who will be 
interested in promoting and presenting BUT at high schools where these 
students studied before (mainly secondary schools and secondary vocational 
schools). 
2. These active students should keep in touch with potential high school 
students in the age of 16-19 years especially in the time of decision which 
university to go studying. September until February (the end of accepting 
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applications) is the ideal time for presenting BUT. Organization of dates and 
meetings at high schools is in charge of students. 
3. In terms of communication tools there should be general presentations which 
points out the main attributes of BUT – its history, number of faculties, course 
offering, advantages of studies, student life, several figures of increasing 
number of students, etc. It should depict first of all its prestige based on factors 
such as countless opportunities to study abroad, interesting course content and 
offering (mentioning the courses which are not offered by another university in 
order to differentiate itself), as technical university BUT offers good base for 
IT facilities and generally modern equipment, well-arranged infrastructure and 
thus easy accessibility between school buildings or finally quality of student 
life at BUT which current students are satisfied with. Short video spot might 
be launched during presentations in order to create more real picture in the 
students´ minds.  
4. Furthermore leaflets will be the second communication tool which gives 
potential students sufficient information and further instructions where to find 
more details (websites, phone numbers, address). Leaflet should be presented 
in amusing graphics and shapes (for instance animation) and should contain 
division of faculties, special events and also stories from lectures and student 
life at BUT. This leaflet must be informative but on the other hand entertaining 
– it should persuade a potential student to keep it and not throw it away.  
5. Magazine or websites which other universities such as Masaryk University 
(MUNI EXTRA) or ČVUT (Sedm statečných) that have already used them for 
communication with potential students are alternatives for BUT as well. 
Searching online is much more extensive among students than before. First of 
all BUT should adjust its websites to a well-arranged, easy-to-use and easy-to-
find structure and then focus on individual websites made for potential students. 
BUT should take into account that BUT main webpage is mostly the first one 
which is visited by potential students.  
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6. Online media today presents a lot of opportunities to be in touch with target 
group and understand their needs. Social networks such as Facebook.com, 
Twitter.com, MySpace.com, LinkedIn.com or Czech social network Lidé.cz or 
other social networks have a big potential in communication with potential 
students. BUT profile on Facebook.com might compensate expensive creating 
of websites. Facebook.com is described as an appropriate tool for 
communication instead of customer phone line. BUT with its profile may gain 
lots of fans. Thanks to those fans and their comments it may find out how they 
perceive BUT and its services. Facebook.com gives an opportunity to invite 
fans on specific events or offer them to participate in competition. It is relevant 
to keep the profile up-to-date about the news relating to BUT and take care of 
fans. BUT has already started to manage its profile however the number of fans 
(on 11th August – 1394 fans) compared to Masaryk University (3 469 fans) is 
still low. Above all BUT should promote its profile on Facebook.com among 
potential students on presentations mentioned above in order to get the right 
people and communicate with them. ČVUT communicates with potential 
students through Sedm statečných profile. In order to distinguish potential, 
current and graduated students that would be suitable to create a profile for 
potential students too. Current students during presentations at high schools 
should promote “becoming a fan” of BUT on Facebook.com and point out 
advantages of being informed, having further information, etc. Profile 
information should be mentioned in the leaflet.       
7. Advertising (ad banners) and PR articles at servers devoted to potential high 
school students such as VysokeSkoly.cz (complex information from university 
world), VysokeSkoly.com (a database of any kind of schools – primary, 
secondary, schools, universities, etc.), Vejska.cz (advisor for choice of 
university and university life), Vzdelani.cz (database of any kind of schools, 
part-time jobs, etc.), AtlasSkolstvi.cz (online atlas of schools), etc. 
8. Presence in Gaudeamus Fair both in Prague and Brno together with teachers 
and active students involved in program for high schools.   
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9. The survey pointed out that image of faculties or courses seems stronger than 
of the university. Potential students are firstly interested in a course or faculty 
and afterwards they found out it comes under BUT. All in all a corporate 
identity of the university should be strengthen otherwise students will not 
recognise the name BUT. Presentations of BUT as a whole and stronger 
communication from headquarters than from faculties would support 
improvement of BUT image.  
 
The survey results showed that recommendation from friends is very effective 
way how to make potential students aware of BUT. As long as BUT takes care of 
its students and those students are satisfied with service and university in general 
they will spread positive recommendations among friends and will spread a good 
name of university. However there is a rule which says that unsatisfied student will 
tell 12 friends about unpleasant experience, satisfied student will tell 3 students 
about good experience. Therefore any positive recommendation is valuable. 
Experienced students are in fact satisfied with studies at BUT however there is still 
something to improve. BUT should focus on its faults and remedy them because 
satisfaction of experienced students has a close relationship with recommendation 
to potential students. Following paragraphs will deal with recommendations which 
might make current students satisfied and thus improve image of BUT.  
Students are not satisfied with quality of foreign language courses and the level 
of teachers in foreign languages. There is still a small choice of quality foreign 
language courses and even teachers teaching English or another foreign language 
are of low level. Apparently international students have experienced problems with 
teachers with low level of foreign language as well. Classes offered in English 
were held partially in Czech and teachers were not willing to speak to them in 
English. BUT should then follow the points in order to improve its image:    
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1. Create a program for teachers (FLPT) which every teacher who teaches in 
foreign language should follow: a compulsory stay abroad at least for one 
semester, doing tests in foreign language every year in order to find out the 
progress or deterioration and visiting regular courses offered by BUT with for 
instance native speaker. FLPT should definitely include motivation program 
for teachers teaching in foreign language such as bonuses, higher coefficient 
of taught hours, financial benefits to foreign language courses or financial 
support in studies abroad. It is one of the ways how to improve foreign 
language level of academics at BUT and besides fit into modern international 
world. 
2. BUT should be stricter in determination of foreign language courses for 
individual faculties and study courses. Foreign language courses should be 
offered to Czech students during the whole studies in order to keep his or her 
foreign language knowledge fresh and help them to be successful in job market. 
It is obvious that in today´s job market only graduates with at least one foreign 
language of good level may succeed and be employed. This is linked to a 
guarantee of perspective career after graduation which is the most expected 
matter among potential students; quality of lessons and schooling takes the 
second place. Having courses together with international students would 
support internationalism of university and opportunity for Czech students to 
speak in English and to get to know new people of different cultures. 
3. Teachers at BUT should take into account that students want to be equal to 
teachers, at least in communication and discussions. There are still teachers 
who act superior. Having an equal attitude would certainly improve a quality of 
student work and facilitate communication between teacher and student. In 
addition feedback from teachers is another problem. Teachers give points or 
marks but do not give students feedback about pluses and minuses of work. 
British university system provides a feedback or assessment form where 
teacher is required to give a feedback about a student´s course work or seminar 
work. Feedback is a mark in more detail; it is an explanation why it was 
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excellent or poor; it is a clue for next improvement. The feedback form might 
contain assessment of analysis, evidence and illustration, own arguments and 
recommendations, critical evaluation, sources and referencing, report style and 
presentation, format and writing style, etc. The equal attitude of teachers to 
students and requested feedback should be sorted out from university 
headquarters and new rules should be set up.  
4. Going deeply into theory instead of focusing on practice in classes is another 
problem which BUT should deal with. According to potential students 
excellent university should absolutely apply more practice than theory in 
classes. Czech universities have got stuck in the “focus-on-theory system” 
however students call for more practice. After studies students feel like 
“unusable” without practice and experience. They hunger for more practice in 
lectures and seminars and have some excursions in companies. Classes should 
be divided into two parts. First part should reveal theory knowledge and the 
second part should be devoted to practice exercises, case studies and 
discussions. Students should be informed before class which topic is going to 
be discussed in order to be prepared for discussion. Students should be forced 
to read books (online books), expert magazines (such as Ekonom, PC World, 
Technokracie.cz, etc.), journal articles provided by e.g. Emerald or Business 
Source Premier database or watching TV channels or programmes with 
particular orientation. On the other hand there should be an incentive from 
teacher´s side. Teacher should give students some tips on recommended 
literature and articles. This kind of classes would support managerial, practical, 
expressing and organizational skills of students and their international 
approach and world perspective. Students would also appreciate a compulsory 
practice in companies because after graduation there is a better fulfilment in 
job market with experience from “practice world”. Closer cooperation with 
companies in industry and research would help students to get some practice. 
There was a proposal of having a small fair of companies or their presentations 
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at BUT appointed to BUT students only. In final year or final semester practice 
and experiences in companies should result in writing a thesis. 
5. University headquarters, faculty departments or research centres have a big 
potential to offer jobs or at least exploit students´ knowledge during semester. 
Students may work out a presentation or seminar work which is useful for any 
department of university and moreover helpful in experiencing practice work 
for a student. 
 
BUT has a very good base for entertainment and student life – the campus 
surrounded by sport hall, local cinema, restaurant, cafés, canteens, gym, etc. give 
BUT a big advantage compared to other universities. On the other hand Czech 
students perceive university accommodation below the average. Even international 
students after living in the university accommodation were not satisfied with old 
equipment and old-fashioned facilities. Modernization of accommodation in the 
future would improve image of BUT however this is a long-term and costly issue. 
BUT should certainly start to improve internally in order to change the negative 
perceptions about BUT among current experienced students who are very 
important for BUT in recommending studies to potential students. A university is 
people and people make impressions. After that it may start to improve its image 
and make impressions on public – on potential students especially. 
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6.2 INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: Distinction 
between expectations and perceptions 
The communication with international students should be totally different 
compared with Czech potential students. Czech students are in the matter of 
finding a university more practical and looking for a quality, Erasmus students are 
more emotional and looking for entertainment.  
The survey showed that positive experience of international students with studies 
at BUT may attract international students to come at BUT again and spend another 
semester or even one academic year.  
Recommendation, so called word-of-mouth communication (WOMC) appeared 
to be very effective and persuasive in terms of informing potential international 
students and persuading them to choose BUT for international studies. WOMC 
includes any type of communication, not only face to face but nowadays 
communication via phone, email or texting a message. First of all BUT should 
have to provide quality service in order to make international students satisfied. 
These satisfied students thus will certainly pass positive talks and 
recommendations to students at their home university. Whereas providing good 
quality service is governable, rumours or recommendations from experienced 
students are partly not.  
1. Presentations about BUT at partner universities abroad can make a university 
more famous among international students and build its image abroad. Either 
Czech exchange students from BUT or teachers might do presentations and 
promote BUT when they are on their exchange program abroad. It is usual that 
there are presentations of each country during exchange program but not 
usually of university. Our out-going students should be equipped by general 
BUT presentation on CD and should arrange a presentation for international 
students during the time of exchange stay. The more recommendations from 
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experienced people from the university, the more international students would 
know about BUT and come to study at BUT.  
Survey showed that a lot of international students browse BUT websites in order to 
get some information. In general BUT has well arranged structure of courses 
taught in English however faculties show different offering. There is also 
confusion whether the courses are intended for international students who pay for 
study program or for Erasmus students, or both. According to international 
students excellent university should provide sufficient information about studies in 
general. Therefore: 
 
2. BUT should organize its structure of courses taught in English on its websites. 
Offering of courses should be same as it is on faculty websites. There should 
be a clear list of courses taught in English on general university website 
and the same list of courses for particular faculty on its own website. I 
personally could not find any course taught in English for Faculty of 
Architecture on general university websites even though faculty websites offer 
several courses for Erasmus students. The general BUT websites with list of 
courses should be linked together with ISC websites which are usually 
recommended to browse by international students. Some universities abroad do 
not provide wide range of courses and that is why students go studying abroad 
to satisfy their study needs and try something new.  
 
Studies however in the case of international students take the second place. For 
international students travelling and the quality of student and campus life, 
activities and entertainment are more important. Country attractiveness and 
favourable location of Brno city for travelling and discovering Europe was one of 
the main reasons to study at BUT as well. All in all the priority is a colourful 
student life, enjoying travelling and meeting new people and this is going to be the 
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main topic of promotions in attracting new international students and making BUT 
more famous and prestigious abroad. 
3. As a communication with potential international students is more complicated 
in terms of presence in the Czech Republic than with Czech ones, BUT should 
utilize above all the online media and direct mailing. The main key 
promotion catchwords in communication mix should be aimed at advantages of 
BUT such as possibilities of travelling, quality and colourful student life and 
great location of Brno and the Czech Republic in the middle of Europe. 
Promotions should depict that BUT is ideal for international students because it 
arranges quality studies and simultaneously enable to experience great student 
life. BUT is simply a good combination of quality studies and quality student 
life – campaign regarding attracting new international students should be 
named “2 in 1”. Social networks should be utilized for gaining new interested 
students. Facebook.com, Twitter.com, MySpace.com, LinkedIn.com and many 
others are renowned among students and offer lots of opportunities to advertise 
and make BUT more famous such as PPC advertising (Pay Per Click) or 
simply communication via messages and discussions on BUT profile on social 
networks. Regarding direct mailing BUT should keep informed international 
coordinators abroad who pass the information about BUT as well. International 
coordinators should get through direct mailing information and promotion 
material about BUT, the best would be informative leaflet with graphically 
interesting design.   
 
Concerning potential students and their remarks BUT has several things to focus 
on and improve such as quality schooling and competent people. Complaints of 
international students after experience with studies at BUT are quite similar to 
Czech ones, especially when talking about teachers´ level of English. BUT should 
handle with those triggers for undermining image of BUT. 
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1. The main problem in teaching of international students at BUT is English level 
of teachers and bad communication and organization of lessons and lectures. 
First of all BUT should focus on English teaching lecturers who try to teach in 
English however they mostly cannot speak. BUT should either test teachers´ 
level of foreign language whether he or she is suitable for conducting a lecture 
or a seminar or determine compulsory stay abroad at least one semester for 
every teacher who is going to teach in foreign language. This is the same case 
as it was with Czech students. The solution should be therefore the same – 
FLPT and especially motivation of teachers. Low level of teachers´ English 
does not contribute to image of BUT at all therefore this is one of the first steps 
BUT should concentrate on.  
2. It is necessary to add that the problem of low level of English is however 
mutual. A lot of students coming to study at BUT mainly students from 
southern Europe are unable to speak in English, let alone to learn. In this case it 
is understandable that some teachers give up trying to explain students a 
subject matter in lecture and prefer sending and providing presentations and 
exercises through information system. To improve quality of schooling and in 
addition the prestige BUT should accept only students with particular level 
of English – e.g. B2 level. International students should possess a certificate 
or pass exams which indicate this level. In this case BUT should handle 
quality to the exclusion of quantity.  
3. Organization and communication between teachers and international students 
is unfortunately one-sided. Teachers or non-academic employees should 
communicate and inform students in time about changes and other relevant 
information. These days communication is very easy between teachers and 
students when we compare it with the past. BUT has its information system 
with university email determined for communication between teacher and 
student. The whole university information system and its advantages in 
communication should be utilized by teachers in order to increase efficiency 
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in providing information and being in touch with all students who are 
eager to be up to speed.  
Almost every international student (mainly Erasmus and CEEPUS students) passes 
exams at BUT sometimes without any effort. International studies at BUT are 
perceived according to international students´ opinions as an entertainment and 
easy to finish. Studies which are easy to finish are tempting for international 
students who wish to spend nice time in foreign country by travelling, meeting 
new people and having fun instead of intensive studies. Image of easily 
manageable university is not however connected with image of university with 
quality studies. BUT should try to get an image of university which offers quality 
studies but simultaneously a quality student life. These two attributes should stay 
in balance.  
 
At the end I would like to mention several remarks about BUT International 
Student Club which influences a life of international student stay at BUT so much. 
BUT ISC and its members try to make a stay at BUT easier, more amusing and 
less stressed. ISC arranges pick-up service of students, their Czech language 
course, takes care of students during the first week, organizes trips across the 
Czech Republic and capital cities in Europe, arranges country presentations, offers 
a lot of entertainment, etc. These people are volunteers and do not require any 
money for their job. However any support from university would improve ISC 
activities organized for international students. 
ISC members should have an access to Apollo information system where they 
could find a list of in-coming students with details. Insufficient information 
hinders a communication with international students before their arrival which 
practically do ISC members. Faculties and their international coordinators 
sometimes exploit ISC members and shift their own tasks on them. This is partly 
caused by low English level of coordinators at several faculties. All in all there is a 
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poor communication and interconnection between faculties and ISC. Every year 
the number of in-coming students is increasing (winter semester 2009 is expected 
to welcome around 280 Erasmus students) and it is more complicated to take care 
of them when you do not have enough information. In ISC there should be a 
particular person who will be determined for communication with one faculty. 
Nine people will look after communication with faculties and one person will be 
assigned to be in touch with headquarters. These ten appointed people should have 
an access to Apollo system in order to facilitate a care of international students.    
BUT should support an activity of BUT ISC and provide more financial or 
material support such as promotion material which could be used for welcome 
package for international students in order to make student life at BUT more 
quality than it is. Thanks to ISC a lot of students recall their memories on studies at 
BUT in the best way. Therefore ISC and university should connect their strengths 
and start to build both quality studies and student life for international students.    
 
Some students were influenced by a prestige of university. On the other hand some 
of them perceived BUT as an average university. This shows that BUT has not 
categorized itself yet. There are still considerations whether BUT is a prestigious 
or average university. BUT should definitely make clear where it belongs to. 
Building an image of quality prestigious and simultaneously entertaining 
university, we can say “2 in 1” image, abroad may help to categorize.     
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7. CONCLUSION 
 
The main aim of this thesis was to find out how big distinction is between 
expectations and perceptions of students about BUT. This subsequently revealed 
whether image of BUT does correspond to reality. Thanks to that I was able to 
made recommendations on both maintenance and improvement of image.  
The analysis showed that BUT has still lots of things to improve but on the other 
hand maintain as well. Firstly BUT should focus “inside” – the core of university – 
providing a good service which satisfies needs of current students who are then 
more willing to make good recommendations. Secondly BUT should start building 
image “outside” – differ from competitors in educational market thanks to 
effective and original marketing communications and communication mix. Simply 
said firstly you should clean in your house and then put in order things surrounding 
the house. A university cannot be prestigious until it provides good service and 
satisfies students´ needs. 
Czech potential students recognize BUT as a popular university however image of 
faculties is still stronger than the university´s one. Czech students mainly expect 
quality studies and first of all a guarantee of perspective career after graduation. 
They emphasize on prestige factors such as university prestige or reputation of 
BUT in job market.  
For international students the university should provide quality studies but have 
always a room for both studies and entertainment. International students request 
for improvement of schooling with quality teachers and their level of English and 
better communication. Regarding student life and entertainment BUT fulfilled 
their expectations and thus should maintain its image of entertaining or enjoyable 
university. On the contrary BUT should get rid of the image of easy-manageable 
university and concentrate on improving its image and gaining the title of 
prestigious university which is capable to offer quality studies.  
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Finally BUT should definitely obtain an image of “want to study” university 
among both groups of students. Students should subconsciously and 
unintentionally perceive BUT as they really want and wish to study at. 
Modern, trendy, timeless, prestigious, quality and simultaneously entertaining 
university are today essential adjectives a university should have before its name. 
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11. APPENDIXES 
 
Appendix 1 – Interest of candidates in BUT studies 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Annual Report 2007 (BUT 2008); Annual Report 2008 (BUT 2009) 
 
 
Program Groups 
Number 
Applications submitted Applications registered Candidates eligible Candidates admitted Candidates enrolled 
2006 2007 2008 2006 2007 2008 2006 2007 2008 2006 2007 2008 2006 2007 2008 
Natural Sciences 14 16 18 14 16 17 14 16 16 14 16 16 14 16 15 
Engineering 12 467 13843 15 246 10 214 11 875 12 753 8 924 10 042 11 126 8 169 9 258 10 628 6 835 7 584 8 239 
Economics 4 189 4340 4 252 3 490 3 342 3 337 2 623 2 606 2 544 1 391 1 565 1 543 1 132 1 294 1 254 
Artistic and Cultural 
Sciences 485 509 464 468 505 447 91 93 105 91 93 105 87 87 104 
Summa 17 155 18 708 19 980 14 186 15 738 16 554 11 652 12 757 13 791 9 665 10 932 12 292 8 068 8 981 9 612 
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Appendix 2 - Student numbers arranged by faculty and program type for a range of years 2006 and 2007.  
 
Faculty 
Program type 
Total 
Bachelor´s  Follow-up Master´s  Master´s  Doctoral 
  2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 2006 2007 
FA 409 417 158 0 0 171 95 86 662 674 
FCE 3585 4436 0 1061 1696 53 563 636 5844 6186 
FFA 187 177 106 0 0 103 4 9 297 289 
FC 654 626 52 144 251 145 153 163 1110 1078 
FEEC 2837 2784 915 6 132 1147 363 384 4247 4321 
FIT 1525 1768 462 0 94 611 117 156 2198 2535 
FBM 1307 1405 1067 0 0 1227 116 122 2490 2754 
FME 2617 2720 503 530 907 791 609 601 4636 4642 
Total number 
of students 13121 14333 3263 1741 3080 4248 2020 4164 21484 22479 
 
Source: Brno University of Technology 2008a, p. 19 and 2007, p. 18-19.
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Appendix 3 – QUESTIONNAIRE: Potential Czech students  
 
1. Jak jste se poprvé dozvěděli o VUT? 
a) na veletrhu Gaudeamus 
b) od někoho v rodině 
c) od kamarádů, kteří již studují/studovali na VUT  
d) doporučení od mé střední školy 
e) jiná akce (letní škola informatiky, noc vědců, SOČ, atd) 
f) internet, webové stránky VUT 
g) informace v médiích 
h) jiný zdroj: .......................................................................................................... 
 
2. Vašemu zájmu o studium na VUT nejvíce z následujících výroku 
odpovídá:  
a) Zaujal mě určitý obor / fakulta, pak jsem zjistil/a, že spadá pod VUT (že se 
vyučuje na VUT, nebylo příčinou zájmu) 
b) Primárně mi jde o studium na VUT jako škole, výběr oboru/ fakulty 
následoval 
c) Primárně mi jde o studium na jakékoliv technicky zaměřené univerzitě  
d) O studium na VUT nemám zájem 
 
3. Nyní Vám předložíme několik výroků souvisejících s prestiží VUT, 
zakroužkujte, prosím ty odpovědi, které podle Vás nejvíce vystihují 
skutečnost. Můžete přitom vybrat více odpovědí.  
a) VUT je méně známou univerzitou 
b) VUT je známou univerzitou 
c) VUT je výborná univerzita, studovat na ní je prestižní záležitost.  
d) VUT je spíše průměrná univerzita v České republice   
    
   
4. Jaká jsou Vaše očekávání co se týče studia na vysoké škole? 
 
velmi 
dobré 
dobré průměr
né 
špatné velmi 
špatné 
náplň oboru – nabídka předmětů      
vystupování a metody výuky přednášejících      
výbava učeben      
IT zařízení (počítače, kopírky, atd.)      
kvalita výuky - přednášek a seminářů      
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ochota a dostupnost akademických i 
neakademických pracovníků VUT 
     
možnost studia některých předmětů 
v anglickém jazyce 
     
studentské aktivity a život v kampusu      
kvalita studentského života a zábava      
spolupráce VUT s průmyslem      
perspektivní kariéra po dokončení studia      
 
 
5. Důvod, proč byste šel/šla studovat zrovna na VUT, je: 
a) Vyjádřete svůj názor křížkem v příslušné kolonce.  
 rozhodně 
souhlasím 
spíše 
souhlasím 
tak 
napůl 
spíše 
nesouhlasím 
rozhodně 
nesouhlasím 
prestiž VUT      
doporučení a impuls od 
mé střední školy 
     
chtít změnit život      
Zajímavá a vhodná 
nabídka oboru 
     
jednodušší získání titulu 
než jinde 
     
poznávání nového města 
a okolí 
     
kvalita studentského 
života na VUT 
     
spolupráce VUT s 
průmyslem 
     
perspektivní kariéra po 
dokončení studia 
     
Možnost studia 
některých předmětů 
v anglickém jazyce 
     
velké a zároveň cenově 
dostupné město  
     
dobrá pověst VUT na 
pracovním trhu 
     
ubytování na kolejích      
vystupování a metody 
výuky přednášejících 
     
IT zařízení a výbava 
učeben 
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studentské aktivity a 
život v kampusu 
     
Možnost pracovat během 
studia 
     
 
b) Jmenujte 3 nejdůležitější důvody (můžete použít některé z tabulky), proč byste šli 
studovat zrovna na VUT: 
6. Prvotřídní univerzita by měla: 
 
rozhodně 
souhlasím 
spíše 
souhlasím 
tak 
napůl 
spíše 
nesouhlasím 
rozhodně 
nesouhlasím 
mít dobře uspořádanou 
infrastrukturu 
     
mít moderní vybavení 
budov, učeben, kolejí 
     
poskytovat přijatelné 
stravovací služby – menzy 
a kantýny 
     
poskytovat kvalitní 
ubytování 
     
vždy být ochotna pomoci 
studentovi 
     
zajistit takové propagační 
materiály, které studentovi 
zaručí dostatek informací o 
studiu 
     
zajistit efektivní propagaci 
a moderní a výrazný design 
jednotný pro celou 
univerzitu 
     
být známá a věhlasná v 
zahraničí 
     
být konkurenceschopná na 
trhu vysokých škol – mít 
konkurenční výhodu 
     
být pohotová při řešení 
záležitostí se studenty  
     
mít individuální přístup a 
věnovat pozornost 
požadavkům jednotlivého 
studenta 
     
porozumět zvláštním 
potřebám a požadavkům 
studenta 
     
zajistit kvalitní studium      
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7.  Myslíte, že se VUT něčím odlišuje od ostatních univerzit v ČR? Pokud 
ano, čím? 
8. Jaké je Vaše bydliště (město)? 
 
9. Jste studentem: 
a) středního odborného učiliště s maturitou 
b) střední odborné školy 
c) gymnázia 
d) vyšší odborné školy 
e) jiné: .................................................................................... 
 
10.  Jste:         
a) žena 
b) muž 
 
11.  Jaký je Vás věk? ……………………………………. 
 
12. O který studijní program se zajímáte? 
a) bakalářský 
b) magisterský 
c) magisterský navazující 
 
 
zaměstnávat lidi, kteří jsou 
kompetentní a schopní 
zajistit kvalitní služby pro 
studenty 
     
mít zajištěnou výuku pro 
studenty v budovách blízko 
sebe 
     
informovat či zajistit 
zábavu, kulturu, sport 
     
zajistit kompetentní 
vyučující z praxe 
     
spolupracovat se 
společnostmi různých 
sektorů 
     
aplikovat více praktických 
činností do výuky než 
teorie 
     
zaručit perspektivní kariéru      
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13. Která fakulta Vás potenciálně zajímá? (můžete zakroužkovat více 
odpovědí) 
 
a) Fakulta architektury 
b) Fakulta chemická 
c) Fakulta podnikatelská 
d) Fakulta strojního inženýrství 
e) Fakulta elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií 
f) Fakulta informačních technologií 
g) Fakulta stavební 
h) Fakulta výtvarných umění 
i) Ústav soudního inženýrství 
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Appendix 4 – QUESTIONNAIRE: New international students 
 
1. How did you learn about BUT? 
a) from foreign students who have already been studying at BUT  
b) from Czech students 
c) from my parents 
d) recommendation from my previous home university 
e)  I have studied at BUT as a foreign student (Socrates, Erasmus, 
other projects) 
f) browsing internet – BUT websites 
g) brochures and promotional materials 
h) other source:  
 
2. Which title is the most fitting to BUT? Line up the following titles 
(1 = the most fitting, 5 = the least fitting). 
a) unknown university    
b) prestige university    
c) average university in Europe   
d) something special among universities   
e) something special for me   
 
3. What most attracted you to come studying at BUT? 
 
4. What are your EXPECTATIONS regarding a study at BUT? 
 
excellent good average fair poor 
course content      
teaching performance of lecturers      
equipment of classrooms      
IT facilities      
quality of lessons and schooling      
availability and helpfulness of BUT 
employees and academics 
     
internationality of my study program      
student activities and campus life      
quality of student life and entertainment      
BUT cooperation with industry      
perspective career after graduation      
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5. The reason why you came to study at BUT is: 
a) Express your opinion by ticking the best option for you.  
 
strongly 
agree agree 
neither 
agree nor 
disagree 
disagree strongly disagree 
prestige of BUT      
impulse from my 
previous university 
     
a need of change in my 
life 
     
favourable offering of 
study courses at BUT 
     
easier way to gain an 
academic title compared 
to my country 
     
travelling and enjoying 
student life in a foreign 
country 
     
quality of student life at 
BUT 
     
BUT cooperation with 
industry 
     
perspective career after 
graduation 
     
internationality of study 
programs at BUT 
     
cheap country      
reputation of the 
university in the labour 
market 
     
university 
accommodation 
     
teaching performance of 
lecturers 
     
IT facilities and 
classroom equipment 
     
student activities and 
campus life 
     
possibility to work 
during the study 
     
Other reasons:      
 
     
 
     
 
     
 
 
b) Name 3 most important reasons (you can use the table above) why you came 
to study at BUT: 
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6. Can you explain what “image” means for you? 
7. Excellent university should: 
 
 
8. What makes BUT different among universities? 
9. Express your feelings about BUT by one word: 
 
strongly 
agree agree 
neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree 
disagree strongly disagree 
have well arranged 
infrastructure 
     
have modern-looking 
equipment 
     
provide excellent food 
service in university canteens 
     
provide comfortable and high 
quality accommodation 
     
always be willing to help 
students 
     
provide those promotional 
materials and websites that 
give student sufficient 
information about study 
     
have effective promotions 
and modern expressive 
corporate design (i.e. logo) 
     
be well known abroad      
have competitive advantage – 
to be competitive in the 
market 
     
give prompt service to 
students 
     
give a student individual 
attention 
     
understand specific needs and 
wants of students 
     
provide quality education      
employ people who are 
competent and capable to 
communicate and offer good-
quality service to students 
     
have an easy accessibility 
between school buildings 
     
arrange student activities and 
entertainment 
     
provide well-educated 
lecturers and academics 
working for a company 
     
cooperate with companies 
from business and industry 
     
offer more practical 
schooling than theory 
     
guarantee perspective career      
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10. What are your feelings before beginning of schooling? 
 x x x x x  
curious 
     
uninterested 
confused 
     
resolute 
shy 
     
confident 
impatient 
     
patient 
cheerful 
     
sad 
indifferent 
     
interested 
emotional 
     
unemotional 
pessimistic 
     
optimistic 
ambitious 
     
unambitious 
adventurous 
     
boring 
consistent 
     
inconsistent 
trustful 
     
distrustful 
calm 
     
excited 
lazy 
     
active 
enthusiastic 
     
unconcerned 
inexperienced 
     
experienced 
unsure 
     
decided 
nervous 
     
even-tempered 
optimistic 
     
doubtful 
 
11. Spontaneously tick the option which expresses your thoughts, 
ideas and feelings about BUT. 
 
 x x x x x  
good 
     
bad 
pleasant 
     
unpleasant 
comfortable 
     
uncomfortable 
hard-working 
     
lazy 
cheap 
     
expensive 
cheerful 
     
sad 
willing 
     
unwilling 
helpful 
     
unhelpful 
useful 
     
worthless 
effective 
     
ineffective 
ambitious 
     
unambitious 
easy 
     
difficult 
small 
     
big 
good quality 
     
bad quality 
nice 
     
ugly 
quick 
     
slow 
strong 
     
weak 
clever 
     
stupid 
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clean 
     
dirty 
close 
     
distant 
colourful 
     
poor 
amusing 
     
boring 
original 
     
stereotypic 
free 
     
limiting 
active 
     
passive 
 
12. Where do you come from? 
a) country within EU .................................... 
b) country out of EU .................................... 
 
13. Are you: 
a) Erasmus student 
b) international student who pays for a study at BUT 
c)  other: ..................................................................... 
 
14. Are you: 
a) male 
b) female 
 
15. Which age group do you belong to? 
a) 18-20 
b) 21-25 
c) 26-35 
d) other ...................................... 
 
16. What education have you got so far? 
a) A-levels 
b) bachelor degree 
c) master degree 
d) doctor degree 
 
17. What study program are you going to study? 
a) bachelor 
b) master 
c) doctor 
 
18. Which faculty at BUT are you going to study? 
a) Faculty of Architecture 
b) Faculty of Chemistry 
c) Faculty of Business and Management 
d) Faculty of Civil Engineering 
e) Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Communication 
f) Faculty of Information Technology 
g) Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 
h) Faculty of Fine Arts 
i) Institute of Forensic Engineering 
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Appendix 5 – QUESTIONNAIRE: Experienced Czech students 
 
 
1. Jsi (byl jsi) obecně spokojený/á se studiem na VUT? 
a) ano, jsem (byl (a) jsem) spokojený/á s kvalitním studiem na VUT 
b) ano, i když jsem už objevil(a) několik nedostatků 
c) neutrální názor 
d) ne, ale pořád lepší než jiné univerzity 
e) nejsem (nebyl(a) jsem) vůbec spokojený/á 
f) jiná odpověď:  
 
2. Je něco, co bys navrhl(a) či doporučil(a), aby se změnilo či 
zlepšilo na VUT co se týče studia obecně?  
 
3. Ohodnoť  VUT (použij křížek – X – pro tvůj výběr). 
 velmi 
dobré 
dobré průměrné špatné velmi 
špatné 
náplň oboru – nabídka předmětů      
vystupování a metody výuky 
přednášejících 
     
výbava učeben      
IT zařízení (počítače, kopírky, atd.)      
kvalita výuky - přednášek a 
seminářů 
     
ochota a dostupnost akademických 
i neakademických pracovníků 
VUT 
     
možnost studia některých 
předmětů v anglickém jazyce 
     
studentské aktivity a život v 
kampusu 
     
kvalita studentského života a 
zábava 
     
spolupráce VUT s průmyslem      
perspektivní kariéra po dokončení 
studia 
     
možnost vycestovat – studovat v 
zahraničí 
     
levné živobytí      
vysokoškolské koleje      
možnost pracovat běhěm studia      
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4. Vysoké učení technické..... 
 
rozhodně 
souhlasím 
spíše 
souhlasím 
tak 
napůl 
spíše 
nesouhlasím 
rozhodně 
nesouhlasím 
má dobře 
uspořádanou 
infrastrukturu 
     
poskytuje 24 
hodinový přístup 
k PC a internetu 
     
má moderní 
vybavení budov, 
učeben, kolejí 
     
poskytuje přijatelné 
stravovací služby – 
menzy a kantýny 
     
poskytuje kvalitní 
ubytování 
     
vždy je ochotna 
pomoci studentovi 
     
zajišťuje takové 
propagační 
materiály, které 
studentovi zaručí 
dostatek informací 
o studiu 
     
zajišťuje efektivní 
propagaci a 
moderní a výrazný 
design jednotný pro 
celou univerzitu 
     
je známá a 
věhlasná v 
zahraničí 
     
je 
konkurenceschopná 
na trhu vysokých 
škol – má 
konkurenční 
výhodu 
     
je pohotová při 
řešení záležitostí se 
studenty  
     
má individuální 
přístup a věnuje 
pozornost 
požadavkům 
jednotlivého 
studenta 
     
má pochopení pro 
zvláštní potřeby a 
požadavky studenta 
     
zajišťuje kvalitní 
studium 
     
zaměstnává lidi, 
kteří jsou 
kompetentní a 
schopní zajistit 
kvalitní služby pro 
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5. Jaké jsou VAŠE pocity po zkušenostech studia na VUT?  
nadšený/á 
     
zklamaný/á 
zmatený/á 
     
rozhodnutý/á 
nesmělý/á 
     
odvážný/á 
veselý/á 
     
smutný/á 
emocionální 
     
apatický/á 
pesimistický/á 
     
optimistický/á 
cílevědomý/á 
     
lhostejný/á 
zásadový/á 
     
nestálý/á 
důvěřivý/á 
     
nedůveřivý/á 
chytřejší 
     
pomalejší 
lenivý/á 
     
aktivní 
nezkušený/á 
     
zkušený/á 
nejistý/á 
     
rozhodný/á 
dobře 
     
špatně 
opatrný/á 
     
důvěřivý/á 
spokojený/á 
     
nespokojený/á 
expert 
     
neschopný/á 
skvěle 
     
divně 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
studenty 
má zajištěnou 
výuku pro studenty 
v budovách blízko 
sebe 
     
informuje či 
zajišťuje zábavu, 
kulturu, sport 
     
zajišťuje 
kompetentní 
vyučující s praxí 
     
spolupracuje se 
společnostmi z 
různých sektorů 
     
aplikuje více 
praktických 
činností do 
teoretické výuky 
     
zaručuje 
perspektivní 
kariéru 
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6. Jak hodnotíte / vnímáte VUT obecně?  
špatný 
     
dobrý 
příjemný 
     
nepříjemný 
uspokojivý 
     
znepokojivý 
pracující 
     
líný 
levný 
     
drahý 
veselý 
     
smutný 
ochotný 
     
neochotný 
neužitečný 
     
nápomocný 
užitečný 
     
zbytečný 
neúčinný 
     
efektivní 
ambiciózní 
     
nenáročný 
těžký 
     
lehký 
malý 
     
velký 
kvalitní 
     
nekvalitní 
pěkný 
     
nehezký 
rychlý 
     
pomalý 
slabý 
     
silný 
chytrý 
     
hloupý 
čistý 
     
špinavý 
blízký 
     
vzdálený 
pestrý 
     
nezajímavý 
nudný 
     
zábavný 
originální 
     
stereotypní 
neomezený 
     
omezující 
aktivní 
     
pasivní 
 
7. Jaké je Vaše bydliště (město)?.......................... 
 
8. Jste: 
a) žena 
b) muž 
 
9. Do jaké věkové skupiny spadáte? 
a) 15-18 
b) 19-25 
c) older: ...................................... 
 
10. V jakém studijním programu studujete/studovali jste? 
a) bakalářský - prezenční 
b) bakalářský - kombinované 
c) magisterský - prezenční 
d) magisterský - kombinované 
e) magisterský navazující – prezenční 
f) magisterský navazující - kombinované 
g) doktorské 
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11. Kterou fakultu momentálně studujete/jste studovali? 
a) Fakulta architektury 
b) Fakulta chemická 
c) Fakulta podnikatelská 
d) Fakulta strojního inženýrství 
e) Fakulta elektrotechniky a komunikačních technologií 
f) Fakulta informačních technologií 
g) Fakulta stavební 
h) Fakulta výtvarných umění 
i) Institut soudního inženýrství 
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Appendix 6 – QUESTIONNAIRE: Experienced international 
students 
 
1. Were you GENERALLY satisfied with studies at BUT? 
a) yes, I was satisfied with quality studies at BUT 
b) yes, although I found some lacks 
c) neutral opinion 
d) no, but still better than at my home university 
e) not at all 
f) other comments:  
 
2. Is there anything you would improve regarding studies at BUT? 
 
3. Express your satisfaction with studies at BUT? 
 
excellent good average fair poor 
course content      
teaching performance of lecturers      
equipment of classrooms      
IT facilities      
quality of lessons and schooling      
availability and helpfulness of BUT 
employees and academics 
     
internationality of my study program      
student activities and campus life      
quality of student life and entertainment      
BUT cooperation with industry      
perspective career after graduation      
possibility to travel      
cheap living      
university accommodation      
possibility to work during the study      
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4. Brno University of Technology..... 
 
 
 
 
strongly 
agree agree 
neither 
agree 
nor 
disagree 
disagree strongly disagree 
has well arranged 
infrastructure 
     
has modern-looking 
equipment 
     
provides 24 hours access to 
IT facilities and Internet 
     
provides excellent food 
service in university canteens 
     
provides comfortable and 
high quality accommodation 
     
was always willing to help 
students 
     
provides those promotional 
materials and websites that 
give student sufficient 
information about study 
     
has effective promotions and 
modern expressive corporate 
design (i.e. logo) 
     
is well known abroad      
has competitive advantage – 
is competitive in the market 
     
gives prompt service to 
students 
     
gives a student individual 
attention 
     
understands specific needs 
and wants of students 
     
provides quality education      
employs people who are 
competent and capable to 
communicate and offer good-
quality service to students 
     
has an easy accessibility 
between school buildings 
     
arranges student activities 
and entertainment 
     
provides well-educated 
lecturers and academics 
working for a company 
     
cooperates with companies 
from business and industry 
     
offers more practical 
schooling than theory 
     
guarantees perspective career      
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5. How do you personally feel after studies at BUT? 
 
enthusiastic 
     
disappointed 
confused 
     
resolute 
shy 
     
confident 
cheerful 
     
sad 
emotional 
     
unemotional 
pessimistic 
     
optimistic 
ambitious 
     
unambitious 
consistent 
     
inconsistent 
trustful 
     
distrustful 
smarter 
     
duller 
lazy 
     
active 
inexperienced 
     
experienced 
unsure 
     
decided 
good 
     
bad 
cautious 
     
trustworthy 
satisfied 
     
dissatisfied 
expert 
     
unskilful 
great 
     
awkward 
 
 
6. What do you think about BUT after studies? What are the feelings 
about BUT? 
good 
     
bad 
pleasant 
     
unpleasant 
comfortable 
     
uncomfortable 
hard-working 
     
lazy 
cheap 
     
expensive 
cheerful 
     
sad 
willing 
     
unwilling 
helpful 
     
unhelpful 
useful 
     
worthless 
effective 
     
ineffective 
ambitious 
     
unambitious 
easy 
     
difficult 
small 
     
big 
good quality 
     
bad quality 
nice 
     
ugly 
quick 
     
slow 
strong 
     
weak 
clever 
     
stupid 
clean 
     
dirty 
close 
     
distant 
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colourful 
     
poor 
amusing 
     
boring 
original 
     
stereotypic 
free 
     
limiting 
active 
     
passive 
 
7. Where do you come from? 
a) country within EU - ....................................................................... 
(fill in) 
b) country out of EU - ........................................................................ 
(fill in) 
 
8. Were you: 
a) Erasmus student 
b) international student who pays for a study at BUT 
c) other: ..................................................................... 
 
9. Are you: 
a) male 
b) female 
 
10. Which age group do you belong to? 
a) 18-20 
b) 21-25 
c) 26-35 
d) other ...................................... 
 
11. What education have you got so far? 
a) A-levels 
b) bachelor degree 
c) master degree 
d) doctor degree 
 
12. What study program were you studying during studies at BUT? 
a) bachelor 
b) master 
c) doctor 
 
13. Which faculty at BUT did you study? 
a) Faculty of Architecture 
b) Faculty of Chemistry 
c) Faculty of Business and Management 
d) Faculty of Civil Engineering 
e) Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Communication 
f) Faculty of Information Technology 
g) Faculty of Mechanical Engineering 
h) Faculty of Fine Arts 
i) Institute of Forensic Engineering 
 
